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Summary 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) has become an important area of electrical 
engineering in automotive industry. Testing standards and regulations imposed by 
governments and other agencies have forced companies to pay close attention to the 
electromagnetic properties of their products. 
Nedap Specials Automotive has developed and produced Sunroof Control Units (SCU) 
for more than 10 years. The SCU is assembled to build a sunroof system with a low-cost 
DC (Direct Current) motor and a sunroof structure, which are purchased from other 
suppliers. EMC is one of the most important concerns in the designing of SCU, because 
automotive products meet tighter EMC regulation, especially in the limitation for 
transient noise. On the other hand, with the adopting of Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 
in a new product, additional electromagnetic interference (EMI) is gained, which even 
causes the EMI level of this product to go beyond the standard. 
To reach electromagnetic compatibility it is important to consider EMC in an early 
stage of design. That is, try to prevent a noise from occurring by optimizing crucial 
designable parameters. 
In this report, models of switch, relay, cable, motor and SCU are firstly developed in 
PSPICE so that the potential noise sources can be pointed out. Some models are 
validated by experiments. Our experience and the analysis and experiments described in 
this report show that the EMI is unwanted oscillatory current or voltage noise sources 
originated by transient. The transient may be opening and closure of switch, bouncing 
of relay, switching of MOSFET or commutation of motor, etc., and potential noise 
sources produced by transient will conduct and radiate interference to surrounding. 
Radiation models are constructed to find correlation between noise source and radiated 
emission. One model used in predicting radiated emission in low frequency has been 
presented and the condition for use is described. 
Experiences from former designs show that many designable parameters can determine 
how severely a transient causes EMI. Base on these validated models, the evaluation of 
designable parameters becomes feasibly. Unfortunately, changing some parameters 
makes benefit and disadvantage simultaneously in suppressing EMI which generated by 
different causes. Therefore, a compromise has to be found, and some configuration 
parameters that do not significantly affect EMI behavior can be discarded. Synthesis is 
done at last to get optimized configuration for designable parameters. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 

In this chapter, the background of this master assignment is described, preceded with an 
introduction of Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) concept and requirements. After 
that, this chapter presents objectives and approaches of the research as well as the 
structure of this thesis. 

1.1 Project background 
The accelerating growth in the needs for a perfect driving experience leads to an ever-
increasing demand for professionals in automotive manufacturing. Future vehicle 
electronic systems will provide many more functions to aid the driver. For this purpose, 
more electrical devices are installed at a concentrated area in the vehicle. The increased 
working ability of these equipments increases strength and frequency range of noise 
emission as well.  
Nedap Specials Automotive has been involved in developing and producing Sunroof 
Control Units (SCU) for more than 10 years. The SCU is assembled to build a sunroof 
system with a low-cost DC (Direct Current) motor and a sunroof structure. In the past 
sunroof systems, SCU, motor and sunroof structure were considered to be separate units 
and developed more or less separately by the three parties involved (Nedap, motor 
supplier and sunroof builder). 
In one application a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) based motor speed controller was 
built. The adoption of PWM technique brings additional Electromagnetic Interference 
(EMI), which made the development of this kind of unit very difficult, both in reducing 
development time and reduction of component costs. 
In the second place, all kinds of products meet tighter restriction of popping noise for 
the reputation of the automotive manufacturers and the satisfaction of their customers. 
Transient noise occurs when a switching event happens. They are undesirable as they 
couple to other devices and make malfunction or audible noises. 
An updated study of system EMI issues should be made to achieve a successful 
handling of these problems. We need a systematic solution to treat three parts together. 
A standard guideline document for component manufacture, system design, and device 
installation should be provided to make EMI controllable or predictable. 
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This report is a master thesis on the subject “EMC Study of an automotive application” 
and is written by the order of the University of Twente, Telecommunication 
Engineering group (TEL). This group is part of the faculty of Electrical Engineering, 
Mathematics & Computer Science (EEMCS). 
Most of the research was carried out at NEDAP in Groenlo. NEDAP is an abbreviation 
of “N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek”. Although established in 1929, this 
company has a young spirit of innovative and creative corporate culture focusing on 
added value for customers. Main areas involved are security system, management info 
system, election system and electronic devices. This research was carried out at the 
specials division. 

1.2 EMC concept 
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) noise is defined as an unwanted electrical signal 
that produces undesirable effects in a system. In modern vehicles, for instance, EMI will 
cause the popping noise heard in radio, malfunction of controller which even can lead to 
hazardous accidents. The term EMC refers to an electronics system that is able to 
function compatible with other electronic systems and does not produce or is not 
susceptible to interference. 
If a system is EMC, three criteria should be satisfied: 

• It does not cause interference with other systems. 
• It is not susceptible to emission from other systems. 
• It does not cause interference with itself. 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1: Three elements in EMI scenarios 

Summarized, aspects of EMC are concerned with the generation, transmission and 
reception of electromagnetic energy. Figure 1-1 illustrates three elements of an EMC 
problem: source produces the emission, and a coupling path provides emission energy 
transferred from source to receptor, and so unwanted electromagnetic energy is 
converted into some undesired behavior. By breaking the coupling paths into two 
classes, we get two subgroups of EMC problems: radiated and conducted. 
From the point of receptor and emitter, EMC issues can be catalogued to 
Electromagnetic Emission (EME) and Electromagnetic Susceptibility (EMS). We will 
focus how to reduce emission in this research.  
Three ways should be applied to reduce radiated and conducted interference: 

• Suppress the emission at the source.  
• Make the coupling path as ineffective as possible. 
• Make the receptor immune to the emission.  

Source Coupling path Receptor 
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1.3 EMC requirements 
In automotive industry, there are several EMC requirements imposed on electronic 
products installed in a vehicle. Requirements are mandatory by governmental agencies. 
These regulations are compulsory legal requirements, which mean equipment under 
regulation cannot be sold without compliance with these EMC regulations.  
In automotive industry, most of EMC concerned rules and regulations are listed at the 
Table 1-1. Some of them are worldwide and some of them are regional. 

Table 1-1: International and regional standards used in automotive industry 

Body Standard Content 

IEC CISPR-12 
Vehicles, motorboats and spark-ignited engine-driven devices 
— Radio disturbance characteristics — Limits and methods of 
measurement 

IEC CISPR-25 
Radio disturbance characteristics for the protection of receivers 
used on board vehicles, boats, and on devices — Limits and 
methods of measurement 

SAE SAE-J551 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Measurement Procedures and 
Limits for Vehicles and devices 

SAE SAE-J1113 
Electromagnetic Compatibility Measurement Procedures and 
Limits for Vehicle Components. 

ISO ISO 7637 Electrical disturbance by conduction and coupling 

ISO ISO 10605 
Road vehicles — Test methods for electrical disturbances from 
electrostatic discharge 

EU 95/54/EC Automotive EMC Directive  
JASO JASO 7637 Automotive Electromagnetic Susceptibility Requirement 

ISO ISO 11451 
Electrical disturbances by narrow-band radiated 
electromagnetic energy—Vehicle test methods 

ISO ISO 11452 
Electrical disturbances by narrow-band radiated 
electromagnetic energy—Component test methods 

 
Some more requirements are imposed by product manufacturers themselves for 
customer satisfaction. It is also called automotive Original Equipment Maker (OEM) 
standards. These standards are not easily accessible because they are classified. They 
are imposed for the purpose of insuring a reliable, quantity product. These stricter 
regulations are used to obtain a good reputation from the standpoint of quality control of 
its product. Almost each automotive manufacturer has his own additional regulation. 
In NEDAP, a test handbook summarized from variant standards is used for validation 
test. Configurations, specifications, and procedures are abstracted so that the test items 
and criteria are fixed during the test. The reason is that some regulations give several 
options for the same measurement items, and some organizations give regulations on 
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the same issue. Because configuration will take effect as a result, a relative firm setup is 
needed. 

1.4 Objectives and expected results  
The topic of this investigation is to study the generation mechanism, mitigation 
techniques of EMI in sunroof system. We know from Section 1.2, in order to suppress 
radiated and conducted interference, we have 3 choices. The first 2 choices is what we 
can do in source side, that is: 

• Suppress the emission at the source.  
• Make the coupling path as ineffective as possible. 

In the final analysis, transient is the root of noise sources. This time, we consider the 
three parts of sunroof system as a whole, because from former design experiences we 
know that the manner to assemble three parts affects EMC performance of the whole 
system. Therefore, we have at least the following designable parameters: 

• Wiring configuration, includes grounding plan, connection interface, etc. 
• Components value, includes the components in SCU and motor. 
• Circuit topology, includes the circuit inside SCU and motor. 
• Shield plan 

These designable parameters determine how severely a transient contributes to noise 
source, and it also determines how efficiently a noise source contributes to EMI. 
We illustrate their relationship in Figure 1-2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1-2: Designable Parameters determine EMI level 

Designable parameters affect the generation of noise source from transient. Here, 
transient may be opening and closure of switch, bouncing of relay, switching of 

Transient: 
l Opening and closure of switch 
l Bouncing of relay 
l Switching of MOSFET 
l Commutation of motor 

Noise source A 

Noise source B 

Noise source C 

 
 
EMI 

 
level 

 

Designable Parameters: 
l Wiring configuration, includes grounding plan, connection interface, etc. 
l Components value, includes the components in SCU and motor. 
l Circuit topology, includes the circuit inside SCU and motor. 
l Shield plan 
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MOSFET or commutation of motor, etc. It brings a variation in circuit connection. It 
leads to variations in voltage and current. This transient can be periodic or aperiodic. we 
call the noise produced by periodic transient as running noise, and produced by 
aperiodic transient as transient noise. 
We also classify noise source into 3 sorts. Noise source A represents a Differential 
Mode (DM) noise source, which is also called normal mode noise or functional noise. 
Noise source B represents a Common Mode (CM) noise which is converted from a DM 
noise, and the conversion efficiency is determined by designable parameters. Noise 
source C represents another type of CM noise, which is excited directly by transient. 
We also call it DCM (Common Mode noise in Differential format) noise, if we want to 
distinct it from CM noise. 
In [5], a number of paths are summarized in the coupling of noise from a source to 
surrounding. They include: 

• Common wiring 
• Capacitance between devices 
• Mutual inductance between devices 
• Radiation via air link 

The efficiencies of these paths can also be changed with designable parameters. 
Therefore, the assignment can be summarized as “Get a optimized configuration of 
crucial designable parameters which can be used in future design. This configuration 
should be realistic and cost-efficiently, and the results should include quantified values”. 
To approach objective, these questions should be answered during the research: 

• Where are these noise sources located? 
• What are their mechanisms? 
• How much these noise sources contribute to EMI? 
• Which noise sources are predominant in a particular situation? 
• How to suppress or predict them? 

At last, the research should result in a standard guideline document for component 
manufacture, SCU design, and device installation, with instructions to achieve a 
controllable and predictable EMI emission. 

1.5 Methodology 
Firstly, several models are built in PSPICE. We use the method called “back-
annotation”. That is to say, we keep on evolving the models until the simulation results 
get satisfying match with measurement results. Since these models are sufficiently 
validated, we can easily locate potential noise sources and find mechanisms of these 
noises. We can use models to evaluate the influence of designable parameters. 
Besides validation measurement for model, many comparison measurements are 
performed to provide evidence for our hypothesis of noise source. 
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Synthesis is applied at last to find a compromise between conflictive configurations. We 
take the realization values and cost factor into account to make a decision. 
With these methods, furthermore, the EMC performance of SCU can be partly 
determined before the construction of the first prototype. 

1.6 Organization of this report 
This report is organized as follows.  
It starts with some brief introduction about this project and EMC knowledge. The 
chapter 2 will give a description of the sunroof system which is used as prototype in our 
research.  
In Chapter 3, some general models especially radiated emission, which will be useful in 
later chapters, is introduced. In the next 4 chapters, investigations of four transients, 
which cause noise, are presented respectively.  
Next, Chapter 8 will give a presentation of all comparison measurements. Short 
explanations are given to validate our conclusions drawn by models. Synthesis is done 
base on models and measurement results to unveil the dominant noise source. 
Following the conclusion of this thesis in chapter 9, two tables list the radiated emission 
measurement result with different wiring configurations and potential noise sources, 
they are included in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Vehicle sunroof system 

In this chapter, we will give some introduction about the structure of a sunroof firstly. 
After that, we provide some background information on how the roof system is working. 
Finally, we give a brief introduction to the main issue we will encounter. 

2.1 Structure of sunroof system 
The vehicle sunroof system normally consists of three main parts. That is, the sunroof 
structure, SCU and the motor. In most situations, they are purchased from separate 
suppliers, and the SCU designer is responsible for designing most effective SCU to 
opening, closing the glass panel and meeting the requirements of sunroof system vendor. 
Roof systems exist in many shapes for different cars. The most popular type is the tilt 
vent slide sunroof. The glass panel has two opening modes, lift-up and sliding mode; 
the former one provides extra ventilation in the rain without getting wet, and the sliding 
mode will give the largest direct access to the open air. 
A typical sunroof system is shown in Figure 2-1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Figure 2-1: A typical sunroof system 

The SCU and the motor are firmly installed in the sunroof structure. The gear in the 
motor axis drives two driving cables via cogs to convert rotation into linear movement 
of the glass panel. The sunroof structure is fixed in the car body for safety reason. 

driving cable 

motor 

SCU 

glass panel 
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SCU, motor and sunroof are assembled with the car body. The battery negative pole is 
connected to car body, but electric connection between motor housing and car body is 
not determined. It is an important EMC factor, and can be designed in such a manner to 
achieve lowest EMI level. 
A switch is installed for comfortable operation. Switch cable connects the switch to 
SCU and battery positive pole. Motor is connected to SCU via motor cable. In most 
products, the motor cable use unshielded two-wires cable. SCU is also powered by 
unshielded two-wires cable, which is named as battery-SCU cable in the coming 
discussion. A diagram of electric connection in a sunroof system is shown at Figure 2-2. 
The range of cable length is also labeled. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2-2: Electrical connection of a typical sunroof system 

2.2 Operation 
To operate sunroof, two modes are available. The first mode is by switch. There are 
three positions in the switch, two sliding positions represent slide open and close, the 
pushing position means stop. Resistors with different values are shunted with the switch 
to identify three positions. The second mode is by Controller Area Network (CAN). A 
CAN bus is connected to SCU to transfer information from the central controller. The 
roof will be closed automatically for safety when the engine stops, here the “close it” 
command is directly sent by CAN bus. 
When the switch slides to open or close position, SCU detects this and drives a FET to 
operate relay. The relay is connected to drive DC motors as an H-bridge circuit. It is 
called H-bridge because it looks like the capital letter “H” on classic schematics. The 
great advantage of an H-bridge circuit is that the motor can be driven forward or 
backward. Most kinds of SCU drive motors in this way. When relay is operated or 
released, the motor is connected or disconnected to power immediately. We call this 
event fast start or fast stop. This kind of SCU is called traditional SCU in coming 
discussions. 
In recent years, a new SCU product utilizes PWM to control a power MOSFET placed 
in series in the main loop of the motor to get a variable speed control. By changing the 

Battery SCU Motor 

battery-SCU cable 
1 to 4 m 

motor cable 
0.1 to 0.6 m 

switch cable 
0.1 to 2 m 

car body 
uncertain 
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duty cycle smoothly from 0% to 100% and from 100% to 0%, the motor can be started 
and stopped softly. We call this procedure soft start and soft stop with PWM. Whereas 
there is only one product belongs to this type of structure, PWM will be used wider in 
the future. We call such SCU as PWM SCU. 
A small magnetic ring is fixed around the axis of the motor, which is illustrated in 
Figure 5-2. With the running of motor, the magnetic field polarity produced by this ring 
is varying. With a Hall sensor IC in SCU, the rotation of motor axis is counted. After 
calibrating in the factory, the SCU remembers the fully opened and fully closed position. 
By this method, SCU will softly stop the motor when the glass panel is fully opened and 
closed.  
Because the sunroof system works with the "one-touch close" feature, the demand for 
Anti-Pinch Protection (APP) has become one of necessity rather than choice. In certain 
countries, integration of APP technology into production vehicles is imposed by law. A 
sensor to measure working current is placed in the main loop of SCU, the voltage 
dropped in that resistor is monitored continuously to detect pinch event. If a pinch 
occurs, the motor will be stopped immediately. This procedure is also fast stop event. 

2.3 Main EMC issues 
According to the response from the roof system vendor and what we met during 
designing and testing, we have the following main EMC issues. 

• When we push the switch on, a popping noise occurs. 
• When with the motor running in always-on mode, noise will occur because of 

the commutation noise. 
• In a fast stop event of PWM SCU, or in a fast start or fast stop event of 

traditional SCU, a popping noise is heard in the AM radio. 
• When motor is running in PWM mode, and duty cycle is varying between 0% 

and 100%, EMI is excessive in some frequency bands. It happens in a soft start 
or soft stop event. 

We will analyse the above issues in our study to see which factors are mostly related to 
these issues, and in which way they can be solved effectively. 
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Chapter 3 
 
General models 

In this chapter we will review models which are related to the remainder parts of this 
report. Cable model is summarized firstly. It can be simplified with the condition of 
“electrical short”. After that, the method to calculate Per-Unit-Length (PUL) parameters 
of cable is given. Then signal spectra are given for some typical waveforms we will 
meet in future. At last, radiation model is established which is needed to evaluate 
contribution of noise source to EMI. 

3.1 Cable model 
Cables are used in a sunroof system to connect SCU to the motor as well as SCU to 
power supplier. They are closely spaced and parallel to each other. If we ignore the 
higher-order modes and assume that TEM mode is only a propagation mode on the line, 
we can divide the cable into the cascade of small sections of the line, and each section 
can be replaced with a lumped-circuit model which is related to per-unit-length 
parameters. 
Figure 3-1 shows how one line segment with the length Δz is approximated with an 
electric circuit. 

 
Figure 3-1: The equivalent circuit of one line segment of two-conductor line 

Here, R1 and R2 represent the resistances in both conductors, L1 and L2 are the 
inductances in both conductors, and C1 and C2 are the capacitances between the 
conductors. The conductance of the dielectric media is ignored here. 
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The reason why we break parameters into two conductors is that the cable normally 
consists of two balance wires and without shield. 
This approximation can be used to predict differential mode signal, which is dominant 
below 2 MHz.  
In high frequency range, CM current becomes dominant, and the influence of reference 
must be taken into consideration. Because connection wires are fixed adjacently to the 
car body in most cases, it causes the parasitic parameter to take effect at high frequency. 
The equivalent circuit evolves like Figure 3-2 shows. 

 
Figure 3-2: Motor cable representation 

Here, C3 and C4 are added to represent the capacitances between one conductor and the 
reference, and C5 and C6 are the capacitances between another conductor and reference. 
The inductance of the reference is ignored here. The mutual inductance between two 
conductors is also not considered, because the main issue is how DM current between 
two conductors introduces CM current in reference. 
If the wavelength of the highest frequency component from signal source is much 
longer than the largest dimension of transmission line, we say that the line is 
“electrically short”. In such a situation, the current distribution is nearly uniform on the 
line. The cable can be replaced with one segment of electric circuit, which is an 
adequate representation for frequencies up to a few megahertz. 

3.2 Per-Unit-Length (PUL) parameters of cable 
In sunroof system, battery-SCU cable and motor cable are unshielded non-twisted wire 
pair for price factor. The formula of PUL parameter can be found in [3]. 

3.2.1 Resistance 
For solid copper slab, resistance is given by: 

][Ω
×

=
S

lR
σ      (3.1) 

Where, σ = 5.8×107 S/m equals the conductivity of copper. 
S is the area of cross section of slab, unit in m2 
l is the length of the slab, unit in m 
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Due to the phenomena of skin effect, the current will crowd closer to the outer periphery 
in high frequency. The skin depth is defined by, 

]m[1

0σµπ
δ

f
=     (3.2) 

Therefore, the unit length resistance of wire will change with frequency, which follows 
this equation, 
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   (3.3) 

For a typical cable used in SCU, with a wire gauge of AWG18 (AWG means American 
Wire Gauge), it is a stranded wire composed of 19 strands of solid wires of radii 
0.127mm, which can be approximated to compute external inductance and capacitance 
by replacing it with a solid wire of diameter 1.02mm. 
Figure 3-3 shows the wire resistance versus frequency of a sample motor cable. 

 
Figure 3-3: A sample motor cable resistance versus frequency 

3.2.2 Inductance 
The wire inductance plays a crucial role in determining the specification of circuit in 
high frequency [3]. Figure 3-4 shows two wires where one wire carries power current 
and the other wire carries power return current. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3-4: Inductance between two parallel wires 

d 

I 

I 

Radius = r 
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Equation 3.4 gives the self-inductance in two cables with the same radius,  

]H[ln104 7 






×××= −

r
dlL     (3.4) 

Also with the cable of AWG18 we assume the separate distance of two cables is 2 cm 
and the length is 1 m. Its inductance is 1.47μH. 
Because the cables are normally laid on a surface of the car body, we should consider 
the influence of the ground plane. 
In Figure 3-5, a wire is put over a ground plane at height h. The wire carries power 
current and the plane carries power return current. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-5: Inductance between wire and metal plane 

Equation 3.5 gives the self-inductance for a wire over a ground plane. 

]H[2ln102 7 





×××= −

r
hlL     (3.5) 

Because of the proximity effect, the frequency affects the self-inductance as well. 
Figure 3-6 shows the inductance measurement result of a sample motor cable versus 
frequency. 

 
Figure 3-6: Wire inductance of a sample cable versus frequency 

The above figure shows that a wire inductance can be estimated as 1μH/m below 1MHz, 
and 6μH/m in 5MHz. 

h 

I 
I 

Radius = r 
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We did an additional inductance measurement for a wire when it is passing through a 
current probe. It makes the wire inductance increase about 1.5 times. A ratio versus 
frequency is shown at Figure 3-7. 

 
Figure 3-7: The Ratio of wire inductance with a current probe to without a probe 

These two experiments explain why there exists a deviation between prediction and 
measurement result, the influence of measurement equipment and high frequency effect 
should be taken into account. 

3.2.3 Capacitance 
Capacitance is another important PUL parameter. In high frequency, parasitic 
capacitance may become a resonance path leading to oscillation. 
Equation 3.6 gives the capacitance in two cables with the same radius,  

]F[
ln

10778.2 11








×

×=
−

r
d

lC
    (3.6) 

Also with the cable of AWG18 we assume that the separate distance of two cables is 2 
cm and cable length is 1 m. The capacitance between them is 7.5pF. 
Equation 3.7 gives the capacitance between a wire and a ground plane. 

]F[
2ln

10556.5 11









×
×=

−

r
h

lC
    (3.7) 

With the cable of AWG18 we assume that the separate distance between cable and 
ground plane is 5 cm and length is 1 m. The capacitance between them is about 10.5pF. 

3.3 Signal spectra 
Spectra of some common periodic signal we will meet in this project are listed below. 
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The PWM signal is a periodic trapezoidal wave as Figure 3-8 shows.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-8: One element of a periodic trapezoidal waveform 

Here, τr represents the rise time, τf is fall time, T is the period of this waveform, τ is the 
time that amplitude above one-half of the maximum amplitude. Another important 
parameter is duty cycle defined as τ/T. 
As a result of complex-exponential Fourier series obtained in [3], two asymptotes can 
be used to outline the bounds for the magnitude spectrum of this periodic signal. 
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Figure 3-9 shows two asymptotes of signal spectrum for a trapezoidal wave. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3-9: Asymptotes for Spectrum of trapezoidal waveform 

By changing some designable parameters, we know the effects of these parameters. 
• By decreasing rise and fall time, the second corner frequency will move to a low 

frequency with the same duty cycle. 
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• The first corner frequency will move to low frequency by reducing the repetition 
rate with the same duty cycle. 

• Reducing the duty cycle decreases the low-frequency spectral content of 
waveform, but it does not have any effects on high frequency. 

Another special waveform we discussed here is the triangular waveform, which is very 
common in switch current ripple. A typical triangular wave is shown in Figure 3-10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-10: One element of a periodic triangular waveform 

A triangular waveform can be regarded as a special case of trapezoidal wave, where the 
duty cycle is 50%. According to the effects of parameters we discussed before, the duty 
cycle does not have essential influence at high frequency, and the crucial parameter is 
still the rise time and fall time, which determines the second corner frequency. 
The last special waveform occurs mostly in a current of flywheel diode. The rise time of 
front edge is extremely short, normally 100ns. The fall edge follows an exponential 
curve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3-11: One element of a periodic waveform 
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3.4 Radiated emission model 
In next 4 chapters, this report will deal with the topic of noise source produced by 
transient. However, base on PSPICE model, we only get the result of conducted 
emissions. In the field of EMC, radiated emission is also very important. This section 
discusses radiated emission and models which will be used in coming chapters. 
By multiplying the calibration factor, we can arrive at the predictions of the radiated 
emissions via prediction result under far-field assumption, although this is just an 
approximation. 

3.4.1 Radiated emissions requirement 
Radiated emissions are the electric and magnetic fields radiated by one device that may 
be received by other devices. Although radiated emissions include both electric and 
magnetic fields, regulatory agencies only require that electric fields be measured for 
certification. According to the standards [22], [23] and [24] of automotive industry, the 
concerned frequency range starts from 150kHz to 1GHz. A radiated emission limit is 
shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1 Requirement for radiated emission 

 

According to the experiences of former design, there is no problem found beyond 
30MHz for narrow band noise. Therefore, we put our focus on 450kHz to 30MHz and 
set 20dBμV/m as baseline for narrowband noise. The toughest band for broadband noise 
is 30MHz to 400MHz, with a limitation of 25dBμV/m. 

3.4.2 The near field and far field 
Field region is divided into near field and far field. The boundary depends on the 
frequency and physical distance to source. In a physical viewpoint, the wavefront 
propagates cylindrically in near field and propagates spherically in far field. In near 
field, reactive energy is dominant to radiating energy [2]. 
These regions are conventionally divided at a radius R given by 

π
λ
2

=R      (3.10) 

Within radius R, it is the near field, while beyond it lies the far field. 
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Figure 3-7: The predominant contribution of near-field and far-field component 

Figure 3-7 shows that the boundary between the near-field region and far-field region is 
relevant to frequency. 
For this project, antenna is placed 1 m away from DUT (Device Under Test) in radiation 
emission measurement.  We draw blocks to indicate our interesting frequency ranges in 
Figure 3-7. It is clearly pointed out that all the narrow band noise and main part of 
broadband noise from DUT are in the near-field radiation mode. 

3.4.3 Radiated emissions model  
To build up a practical antenna model, two simplest models, namely the short wire and 
the small loop, are considered firstly. 
For an elemental electric dipole, the field intensity vector is [27], 
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Here, β0=2π/λ, θ is the zenith angle to radial distance r, and the length of the short wire 
dl << λ. 
For an elemental magnetic dipole, the field intensity vector is [27], 
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By assuming that the current at all points along the wire is the same, the maximum 
magnitude of radiated emission due to differential-mode currents is [3]: 
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Here, A = the area of loop, in m2. 
fn = spectral signal frequency, in Hz. 
In = spectral signal current, in A. 
r = distance from victim to source, in m. 
This formula is only valid under the condition of far field because the second and third 
terms in Equation 3.11 can be ignored.  
To predict the maximum electric field in the near field, which is true in low frequency, a 
factor should be used: 
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By the same assumption, the maximum radiated emission due to common-mode 
currents is: 
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Here, L = the length of wire, in m. 
fn = spectral signal frequency, in Hz. 
In = spectral signal current, in A. 
r = distance from victim to source, in m. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Switch 

Switch is a basic but important device [1]. They are widely distributed in most 
electronic equipment as well as in SCU systems. A push-slide-button switch is used to 
operate SCU. 
The switch is the first object we will study, because it is a source of abrupt current or 
voltage change. We need to know how to model switches without loss of their main 
characteristics. 
In this chapter, firstly, we look at an ideal switch. After that we will take into account 
more non-ideal effects. By “back-annotation” method, we get a satisfying model. At last, 
some suggestions to avoid transient noise caused by switch are given. 

4.1 Ideal switches 
A model of an ideal switch is obtained by assuming: 

• The transient time for the switch opening or closing is as short as possible. 
• The transients of opening and closing are solid and without bouncing. 
• When the switch is closed, the contact resistance is null. 
• The parasitic inductance in the lead of the switch can be ignored. 

Figure 4-1 shows a simplified equivalent circuit of SCU. Here switches are used to 
simulate the scenario of the closing and opening event of a relay, and the motor is 
represented by R1 and L1. 

 
Figure 4-1: An ideal switch model 

+ - 
+ 

- 

V1 

V2 i 
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Applying Kirchhoff's Voltage Law (KVL) and Kirchhoff's Current Law (KCL) to 
Figure 4-1, we get this equation,  

iR
dt
diLVVs 111 ++=      (4.1) 

Here, V1 is the voltage between two terminals of the switch, and i is the current flowing 
along the loop. When switch U1 is closing, the current will exponentially rise up to 
Vs/R1 with a time constant of L1/R1. In another transient, when the switch is opened with 
the assumption that transient time is zero, the loop current i abruptly changes to 0. At 
that moment, voltage over inductance L1(di/dt) is infinitely large, and voltage V1 over 
the switch is also infinitely large to make Equation 4.1 balance. No component in real 
life can sustain infinite voltage, so it must be a different case for real circuit. 

4.2 Real switch modeling 
In a real circuit, stray capacitance between two terminators of load needs to be 
considered. Figure 4-2 shows the improved model. 

 
Figure 4-2: Improved model of switch (1) 

By adding this capacitor, the energy stored in coils will not create infinite voltage when 
a switch is opened, but charge capacitor C1. This energy will transfer back and forth 
between capacitor C1 and inductor L1 after peak voltage, and consumed by R1. This 
oscillation is damped and decreased to zero in the end. 
By solving a two-order differential equation, we know that the frequency of this 
oscillation is 

11

1
2

1
CL

f
π

=     (4.2) 

The maximum voltage between load terminals is 

1

1
0max2 C

LiV −=     (4.3) 

Here i0 is the current just before the switch opens and the minus sign is due to Back 
electromotive force (EMF) of inductance. 
The above circuit seems perfect, but when we look through the source side of this 
circuit, the inductance of the power supply cable cannot be ignored. The same problem 
arises when a switch is opened, energy stored in the wire inductance needs a way out; 
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otherwise there is an infinite voltage generated in the wire. Then, the model evolves as 
figure 4-3 shows. 

 
Figure 4-3: Improved model of switch (2) 

As a matter of fact, it is consistent with the method to model a cable via transmission 
theory. When the cable is electrically short, that is 

π
λ

2
<<l      (4.4) 

the cable can be replaced by lumped circuit components. 
Let us consider what will happen in a switch closing and opening. 
When the switch is closed, Vs charges C1 through R2, L2, C2, the current is built up to a 
peak very rapidly and then decays to the ultimate DC current. In most situations, this 
decay is accompanying an oscillation with a frequency approximately 

12

2
2

1
CL

f
π

=      (4.5) 

The opening transient of switch S1 involves two oscillations that occur at the source side 
and the load side of this circuit. One oscillation is produced at the load side, which we 
have discussed before. The other oscillation comes with loop of R2, C2, L2, and its 
frequency is 

22

3
2

1
CL

f
π

=      (4.6) 

Since R2, C2, L2 is much smaller than R1, L1 and C1, and thus ring frequency f3 at the 
source side is much higher than frequency f1 produced at the load side. 
We know that the wire inductance and stray capacitance must be considered from the 
above analysis. In an extreme situation, when both the stray capacitance and wire 
inductance are very small, a very high frequency resonance predicted by the above 
formula does not appear in measurement result. The reason is that some more factors 
are dominant in forming an oscillation. 
By computer simulations, we know that oscillation will be generated only if the switch 
time is short enough. We define the following parameter, 

LC
P

π
τ

21 =      (4.7) 
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It is a ratio of switch transient time to the period of an assumed oscillation. By applying 
variable parameter in simulation, we got the following results. 
Figure 4-4 shows the waveform of oscillation when P1=1. 
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Figure 4-4: The waveform of oscillation when P1=1 

Figure 4-5 shows the waveform of oscillation when P1=10. 
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Figure 4-5: The waveform of oscillation when P1=10 

When the following condition is satisfied, oscillation will become a smooth transient in 
RLC loop.  

251 >P      (4.8) 
That is a criterion to avoid an oscillation. We must select P1 to be above 25. This 
transient waveform can be seen in Figure 4-6. 
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Figure 4-6: The waveform of oscillation when P1=25 

The impedance will determine the decay time for oscillation. The oscillation will 
attenuate rapidly if the resistance is large enough. Figure 4-7 shows a comparison 
between two configurations when R2=0.5 Ω and R2=5Ω. 
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of the waveform of oscillation when P2=20 and 2 

Similar criterion can be achieved by simulation. We define P2 as 

RC
P τ

=2      (4.9) 

P2 must be selected below 2 to avoid an oscillation.  
Sudden current change is also a factor to determine amplitude of oscillation. Figure 4-8 
shows the comparison between different current variations. 

P2=2 

P2=20 
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Figure 4-8: Comparison of the waveform of oscillation with different current variation 

As a conclusion, oscillation can be blocked by the following procedure.  
• Increasing the switch transient time. 
• Adding enough attenuation to damp oscillation. 
• Reducing the sudden current variation by selecting a good topology. 

4.3 Evaluations 
We set up an experiment for verification. It is done with a real Printed Circuit Board 
(PCB) board. A LISN is inserted to make impedance stable, and a relay driver is 
controlled by switch. We only consider the voltage ripple introduced by a switch. The 
mechanical characteristic makes the rotor inside the motor start rotating 7-8 ms after the 
relay is closed. Therefore, the influence of the motor can be ignored at the switch 
transient time. The input resistance of relay driver is replaced with a resistor. 
The setup of the experiment is shown as Figure 4-9 below. 

 
Figure 4-9: Experiment setup to verify switch model 

The schematic circuit diagram of the simulation is given at Figure 4-10 below.  
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Figure 4-10: Simulation diagram for a switch model 

We model bouncing with three ideal switches. The attach impedance and switch time 
are set in switch parameters. We also consider the wire inductance and stray capacitance, 
and model them as lumped circuit components.  
Transient happens when the switch is closed. At that time, capacitor C10 and inductance 
L11, L18, L13, L20, L16, L19, L17 forms a RLC series circuit. The resonance frequency is 
approximately 

102
1

CL
f

x
L π

=      (4.10) 

Here, Lx is the sum of L11, L18, L13, L20, L16, L19 and L17.  
An important note has to be mentioned here, this resonance frequency is shifted to low 
frequency in measurement, because the inductance of LISN is inserted. 
Another loop is found in L20, C9, and C10.  Because L20 is far smaller than L18 or L19, this 
ring frequency is much higher than the first one, and it is represented as one ring 
frequency overlapping another one. The high frequency component could be a main 
source of interference in radio frequency although with less amplitude. The resonance 
frequency is determined by 

yy
H CL

f
π2

1
=      (4.11) 

Here, Ly is the wire inductance from the switch to SCU PCB.  
Cy represents the equivalent capacitance of C9 series with C10. 
If the stray capacitance of the cable from switch to SCU is taken into account, another 
resonance frequency arises, 

cabley
S CL

f
π2

1
=      (4.12) 

Here, Ly is the wire inductance from the switch to SCU PCB.  
Ccable represents the stray capacitance of the cable from switch to SCU. 
The simulation results and measure results are shown below. In simulation result, bias is 
added to one trace to separate two traces. 
Two voltage differences are observed, the first one is a voltage drop between switches, 
and another one is a DM voltage in LISN. 
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Figure 4-11: Switch model verification simulation result (100μs/div) 

 
Figure 4-12: Switch model verification measurement result (100μs/div) 

Via experiments, we know that a switch produces 3-5 bounces mostly, and it comes 
stable after 500μs. The contact time in a prior bounce event is quite short. The selection 
of C10 should satisfied this equation, 

CR
C

4

10
105 −×

>      (4.13) 

Here RC represents the equivalent resistance parallel to C10. Otherwise the relay driver 
will produce a flip-flop signal to the microprocessor. 
If this signal is pre-processed via software filtering in a microprocessor, we can remove 
the restriction (4.13). Therefore, C10 is only represented by parasitic capacitance, and 
two resonant modes will disappear because the criterion (4.8) is satisfied. 
By expanding the time scale, we get more details. 
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Figure 4-13: Switch model verification simulation result (10μs/div) 

 

 
Figure 4-14: Switch model verification measurement result (10μs/div) 

We found the frequency components fL in above plot. The shape and frequency are quite 
similar between simulation and measurement. Let us expand the time scale further. 
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Figure 4-15: Switch model verification simulation result (1μs/div) 
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Figure 4-16: Switch model verification measurement result (1μs/div) 

From above figures, we found the high frequency component fH appears as predicted. 
Doing FFT transform upon the signal, we got the spectrum of the noise source which is 
shown below. Two resonance frequencies can be found easily. They are 200 kHz and 
4.5 MHz. 

           Frequency
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Figure 4-17: Switch model verification simulation result in frequency domain 

4.4 Conclusion 
The good agreement between simulation and measurement proves our model. We know 
that some factors are necessary prerequisite to generate oscillation along the loop. That 
is to say, EMI resonance loop can be blocked by destroying prerequisite. 
The below EMC design guides are concluded from this chapter, 

1. Resonant mode can be blocked with enough impedance in the loop. An 
experimental criterion is (4.14) to avoid oscillation. But we need an extra 
component here. 

C
R

7103 −×
>      (4.14)  
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2. The wire inductance of the cable from the switch to SCU will create oscillation. 
Try to shorten this cable if the arrangement of the switch is allowed. 

3. By removing C10, we can eliminate resonance, but software filtering is needed. 
4. If we must keep C10, by selecting value of C9 and C10, we can avoid resonance 

frequency falling into radio band. Increasing C9 and C10 will make the resonance 
frequency lower, but the minor one is dominant factor.  

It has to be noted here, however, that any real life design is always a compromise 
between numerous design requirements. Thus, the proposed notes to avoid EMI may be 
considered at the same time with other design rules.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Motor 

In automotive industry, mechanically commutated DC motors are most widely used for 
price factor. The principle of DC motor is known as the predominant source in causing 
electromagnetic interference. When it is in commutation between two brushes, an 
excitation voltage generates broadband noise with frequency covering tens of kHz 
through tens of MHz. This interference can conduct to other components or radiate to 
generate EMI. 
In this chapter, we will describe the structure of the motor. Terminology used is clearly 
defined. By modeling a single coil inside the motor, we encapsulate it as a macro model. 
Upon the coil model and switch model, we establish a model for the whole motor. 
Transient noise when motor is powered off is also discussed. The influence of 
designable parameters is discussed in conclusion. 

5.1 Structure of the motor 
When describing a specific motor, some terminology used in connection with the motor 
should be clearly defined first. We use the following terminology in this paper, 

• Turn: is one complete loop of a conductive wire. Normally, each turn in DC 
Permanent Magnetic (PM) motor consists of a single strand of conductor, and a 
conductor is coated with isolator to separate each wire from the others. 

• Coil: Each coil consists of multiple turns, and the ends of the coils are soldered 
to the commutator. It is also referred to as armature winding. 

• Rotor: it is the rotating part inside the stator. Slot cut lengthwise into the surface 
of the rotor contains the armature windings. A rotor is also called armature. 

• Commutator: it is a mechanical switch made up of a ring of copper segments, 
which is called bar. When the rotator rotates between poles and passes at a 
special angle, inertia will let the brush come into contact with the next bar, so 
the electromagnetic force added on the rotator keeps the same direction.  

• Axis: it is used to transfer rotation to load via a thread. A magnetic ring is fixed 
in the axis. Thus, a Hall sensor IC in SCU can detect the rotation of axis. 
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• Brush: Usually, it is made up of graphite, which has a low resistance ratio. By a 
spring pushing behind, it keeps contact with the commutator when sliding on its 
surface. 

• Housing: it is made up of a hollow metal cylinder and a lid. It is also called 
frame or case. In most motor, suppression capacitors and inductors are 
integrated in the inside lid face.  

• Stator: it is the cylindrical part around a rotor to set up magnetic field. A 
magnetic field may be produced by a current in stator winding or by a 
permanent magnet, but we refer to a stator using permanent magnets here. The 
poles alternate between north and south around the stator. If there is only one 
pair of north and south poles for stator, we call it a 2 poles motor. The stator is 
attached to the inner wall of the motor housing. 

Figure 5-1 to 5-3 shows pictures for each part of a motor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-1: A motor lid includes brushes and suppression circuit 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-2: A motor rotor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-3: A motor housing and stator 
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The motor we will study is a two poles, 8 armature windings permanent magnet motor. 
In this motor, suppression circuit is also included. One capacitor is shunt to the 
terminals of the motor while the other two capacitors connect terminals to the motor 
housing. Here we call the shunt one as shunt suppression capacitor, the other two as 
grounding suppression capacitors. A typical suppression circuit is illustrated in Figure 
5-4. 

 
Figure 5-4: The suppression circuit and its location 

5.2 Coil model 
Of course, primary modeling should be based on coils, but not on turns. Some 
references [15] deduce a model by assuming coil made of turns connected in series, and 
each turn is represented by an equivalent circuit including mutual effects between turns. 
However, when a motor with a different structure and coil geometry is adopted at SCU, 
it is a really hard approach to do it respectively. Analysis starting with coils is not too 
insignificant and will include enough phenomena we need to concern. Another 
advantage of dividing a motor into coils is that the running time for simulation is far 
shorter with a high turn number motor. 
The theory to model a coil is based on the assumption that a coil is a 4-terminal black 
box. This method is found in some literature [7], [14] and [21] which state coil model in 
AC motor. Coil is treated as a combination of resistors, inductors and capacitors. The 
connection of these components is arranged in such a way that both the real part and 
imaginary part of the impedance look into terminals is the same as the measurement 
result of a real coil over the frequency we are interested in. 
We use HIOKI 3532-50 LCR HiTESTER to measure impedance. It has a wide 
frequency range from 42Hz to 5MHz. Test probes are connected to the commutation bar 
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by very short wires. Data achieved by measurement are recorded and drawn by 
MATLAB. 
Firstly, we measured the impedance between two terminals of motor winding. The 
measurement is done in a frequency range from 42Hz to 5MHz. The relationship 
between equivalent inductance and frequency is shown in Figure 5-5. The equivalent 
inductance of one coil in 1MHz is 1/8 of the value measured at 42Hz. This result makes 
clear that the model of a winding in high frequency (HF) is far more complicated than a 
series RL circuit model in low frequency (LF). 

 
Figure 5-5: Equivalent inductance versus frequency of one coil in DC motor 

The basis of a coil model is a series RL circuit. An inductor represents the self and 
mutual coupling inductance among a set of winding. A resistor is introduced to model 
the wire resistance. Although the value will change for the skin effect and the proximity 
effect at different frequencies, it is treated as a fixed average value here. 
The reason why inductance decreases in high frequency is that inter-turn capacitance 
takes effect with frequency increasing. Damp resistance of parasitic capacitor also needs 
to be considered. By adding a series RC circuit parallel to original RL circuit, we got a 
primary version of a coil model. 
In the next procedure, we take AC iron loss into account. A resistor is paralleled to RC 
circuit to represent this loss. It makes the terminal-to-terminal impedance below a 
reasonable value. 
After that, turns to frame parasitic capacitance is considered. It forms between the coil 
and the iron core as well as between coil and housing. By adding a series RC circuit 
between terminal and ground, parasitic capacitance and dielectric losses in the path to 
ground are considered. 
We got the first model for a coil in high frequency as Figure 5-6 shows.  
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Figure 5-6: High frequency equivalent circuit of a coil (1) 

This proposed model is validated by impedance measurement of terminal-to-terminal 
and terminal to ground performed on a test motor. The suppression circuit has been 
removed for accuracy. 
Choosing the value of these components for model obviously is important and difficult. 
MATLAB is used to compare the calculated impedance value to measurement result. 
By a curve fitting, we update the coil model with adjusted values. This procedure is 
called “back-annotation” method. It can also be done by numerical techniques. We 
increase the density of frequency points around resonance frequency to get a more detail. 
Because winding of the coils and distribution of parasitic capacitance are not totally the 
same, resonance frequency is not exactly the same between impedance test results. The 
deviation is within 10%. Here we use a typical test result to model the coil. 
The curves of impedance we measured are shown at Figure 5-7. 

 

                     (a) Terminal to Ground                       (b) Terminal to Terminal 

Figure 5-7: Impedance characteristic curve (measured) 

Resonance frequencies can be easily observed in the measurement. There exist two 
resonance frequencies under observation. We evolve the model by two parallel LC 
circuits which are connected in series. It is shown at Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-8: High frequency equivalent circuit of a coil (2) 

By measuring, an initial estimate of resistive and reactive parameters can be obtained. 
• At frequency range from DC to 100Hz, we got RDC = 0.45Ω, LLF = 260μH. 
• Because resonance frequencies lies at 1.2MHz and 6MHz (by extrapolation), we 

get an initial estimation of reactive parameters, L1, C1, L2, and C4. They can be 
determined by solving the following equation 
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=     (5.2) 

21 LLL +=      (5.3) 
            Here, L represents inductance in HF, which can be guessed as 1/3 of LLF. 

• The value of R3 and R6 are guessed by this equation 

63 RRR +=      (5.4) 
            Here, R is wire resistance in high frequency. It can be guessed as 2 times RDC. 

• The value of R1 and R4 are initialized as peak impedance at two resonant 
frequencies. 

• Using the impedance measurement result of terminal to ground, we can 
determine the coil-frame capacitance C2 and C3. 

These values are initial values for “back-annotation” method. We keep on modifying 
them in every trial cycle until the calculated result matches well with measurement.  
The ultimate model of a motor coil is shown in Figure 5-9. 

 
Figure 5-9: High frequency model of one coil in DC motor 
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For this model, the calculated impedance of terminal-to-terminal and terminal to ground 
versus frequency is illustrated below. 

 

                   (a) Terminal to Ground                        (b) Terminal to Terminal 

Figure 5-10: Impedance characteristic curve (simulated) 

This model shows very good agreement with the experimental result. This circuit is 
encapsulated into a macro model which can be used in the coming application. 

5.3 Modelling of Commutation 
When a motor gets enough torque, the rotor begins to rotate and commutation happens. 
Four phases of DC motor commutation are shown in Figure 5-11. After phase (d), 
motor is in phase (a) again and leads to another new cycle. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 (a) Prior to Commutation                                   (b) Entering Commutation 
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                         (c) In Commutation                                     (d) Leaving Commutation 

Figure 5-11: Four phases in DC motor commutation 

Before commutation the current splits between parallel paths in the motor winding as in 
Figure 5-11(a). When entering commutation, one of the coils in each series in the motor 
is shortened prior to reversal of the current in that coil. Energy stored in the coil will 
generate a voltage spike between commutation ends. 
Another more severe situation happens when leaving commutation. There are three coils 
in two parallel paths when the motor is in commutation. One more coil joins a parallel 
path in phase (d). Sudden change of the coil current leads an excitation voltage as is 
shown in Figure 5-11(d). 
These noise sources excite the motor cable via a high frequency path as Figure 5-12 
shows. This common mode current will be a broadband noise and efficiently radiated 
from motor cable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 5-12: How common mode current is generated 

We use a simple circuit to simulate abrupt changing of current flowing in a power line 
that happens in commutation. A derivation of a mathematic way is also given to explain 
the generation of EMI from a viewpoint of energy. 
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Figure 5-13: A simplified commutation model 

Each commutation is modeled as opening and closure of switch shown in figure above, 
S1 is opened and closed by a voltage source. When L2 is shortened, it is the same 
scenario of entering commutation. The opening of S1 represents the scenario of leaving 
commutation. 
Here we get the prediction of the current flowing into L1 and L2. 

 
Figure 5-14: Simulation result of coil current 

Now, we give a derivation using circuit theory. We also split the waveform into 4 
phases: in phase (a), current of L1 is increasing; in phase (b), current starts to decrease; 
in phase (c), current keeps on decreasing; in phase (d), current is suddenly changed. We 
expand it in time axis to make it better visible. 
Two asymptotes illustrated by a dashed line represent two ultimate current values if the 
period is long enough.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5-15:  Phases of Current transient 
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These four phases of current change are correspondent to four phases of commutation 
illustrated in Figure 5-11.  
In phase (a), the current decreases from IH to IL, the ultimate value is not reachable 
because the cycle starts again after the interval. The time constant of exponential 
decreasing is τ1, where 
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In phase (b), the current starts to increase. 
In phase (c), the current increases from IL to IH, the ultimate value is also never reached. 
The time constant of exponential increasing of is τ2, where 

1

1
2 R

L
=τ      (5.8) 

In phase (d), when S1 is opened, the current has a sudden change. Suppose current in L1 
and L2 is I1 and I2 respectively, and the moment right before and after transient is t0- and 
t0+.  
At time t0+, to obey KCL law,  

)()( 0201 ++ = tItI      (5.9) 
This equation exists according to KVL law, 

122
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dt

dILIR
dt
dIL =+++     (5.10) 

Integrate above equation from t0- to t0+ and consider that the current in inductor cannot 
be infinite, thus, 

( ) ( ) 0)()()()( 0202201011 =−+− −+−+ tItILtItIL    (5.11) 
We can get current value at t0+, using the setup shown in Figure 5-13,  
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Here a question arises, as we know, the inductor is an energy storing component, the 
energy is stored in the magnetic field set up by the current. The potential energy is, 

2

2
1 LIU =      (5.13) 

We find that the energies that are stored in L1 and L2 are not equal before and after t0. Is 
the energy conservation law broken? The answer is: a huge voltage (if the switch is 
ideal, the voltage is infinite) is added to the inductor at that moment so that the current 
is forced to change. This energy is consumed by other components in the circuit or 
transformed into emissions. The rear part is an unwanted signal, in other words, it is 
always a source of EMI. 
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5.4 Running analysis 
We know from the former section, commutation is a switch instead, and the model for 
the coil is available. After that, we set up a model for a motor running in always-on 
mode, that is, a constant voltage is supplied to motor. By ignoring the mechanical 
dynamics, the rotor speed is set to a fixed value for each simulation. 
Because inductance varies with frequency, we establish models for low frequency and 
for high frequency respectively. 
Figure 5-16 gives a motor model in low frequency. EMF is considered in model, 
because it affects the amplitude of current significantly. 

 
Figure 5-16:  Low frequency model of a motor 

The simulation results of a current in the motor cable are shown at Figure 5-17. 

 
Figure 5-17: Simulation result of Differential Mode current 

Using current probe (Tektronix A6302), current amplifier (Tektronix AM503B) and 
oscilloscope (YOKOGAWA DL1540), we get a measurement result of the current 
given in Figure 5-18. We can find a good agreement between measurement and 
simulation. 
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Figure 5-18: Measured DM Current with 3m cable (0.2A/div 0.5ms/div) 

The prediction of high frequency behaviour for motor running continuously bases on 
our high frequency coil model established before. At high frequency, the commutation 
frequency is relatively much lower. We assume that the commutation is always 
happening in one coil, which does not make any difference and the back EMF is 
considered as a fixed value. 
Figure 5-19 shows a model of a motor in high frequency. 

 
Figure 5-19:  High frequency model of a motor 

We use switch to represent commutation. In simulation, we mark the housing of the 
motor as reference, and every coil inside the motor is floating to reference. In time 
domain, the highest peak of voltage in the coil terminal appears when motor leaving 
commutation. The spectrum of commutation noise is shown at Figure 5-20. 
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           Frequency

300KHz 1.0MHz 3.0MHz 10MHz 30MHz150KHz
V(U9:1)

10uV

100uV

1.0mV

10mV

100mV

 
Figure 5-20:  Commutation noise spectrum without suppression (simulation) 

We find a peak around 5MHz in the spectrum of motor commutation noise. It is 
consistent with measurement result of motor CM current because a 4.6MHz oscillation 
is also found. The amplitude of oscillation is about 3mA. 

 

(a) (1.1mA/div 10μs/div)      (b) (1.1mA/div 0.5μs/div) 

Figure 5-21:  Commutation noise converts to CM current (measured) 

This peak in spectrum represents a resonant mode, which is established along 
suppression inductor, grounding suppression capacitor and coil. Increasing grounding 
suppression capacitor will shift this peak towards a lower frequency. 
Another resonant mode is observed in the DM current of motor, we find the resonant 
mode with frequency of 3.1MHz and amplitude around 3mA. 

 

(a) (1.1mA/div 20μs/div)      (b) (1.1mA/div 2μs/div) 

Figure 5-22:  Commutation noise converts to DM current (measured) 
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This resonance is caused by motor cable inductance, shunt suppression capacitor in 
motor and varistor in SCU. Compare to CM current, DM current has a much smaller 
loop area which makes it radiates inefficiently. Noise caused by DM current is ignored, 
but DCM current which is converted from this DM current has significant effect. The 
conversion efficiency determines the level. We leave the discussion of this noise source 
at Section 7.3. 
The suppression circuit reduces noise effectively. This conclusion is verified by 
simulation. The spectrum of noise before and after suppression is shown at Figure 5-21. 

           Frequency

300KHz 1.0MHz 3.0MHz 10MHz 30MHz150KHz
V(L3:2)

10uV

100uV

1.0mV

10mV

100mV

 
Figure 5-23:  Commutation noise spectrum with different ground suppression capacitor 

(simulation) 

Figure 5-23 shows three curves, the highest one is the noise level with 47pF grounding 
suppression capacitance and the second highest one is obtained with 47nF grounding 
suppression. The lowest one is simulation result with 470nF grounding suppression 
capacitor. 
Therefore, for a satisfying suppression, 47nF of grounding suppression capacitor is 
necessary. 
Effect of increasing shunt suppression capacitor is also evaluated. Figure 5-24 shows 
two curves, the higher one is the noise level with 470nF, and the lower one is simulation 
result with 4700nF. 
 

           Frequency

300KHz 1.0MHz 3.0MHz 10MHz 30MHz150KHz
V(L3:2)

10uV

100uV

1.0mV

10mV

100mV

 
 Figure 5-24:  Commutation noise spectrum with different shunt suppression capacitor 

(simulation) 
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By comparing the spectrum of noise voltage before and after suppression, we know that 
suppression circuit works effectively above 1MHz. The ripple below 500kHz does not 
change significantly before and after suppression. Figure 5-25 confirms this conclusion 
in time domain. 
 

         

(a) DM current without suppression        (b) DM current with suppression  
             (1.1mA/div 20μs/div)                                        (1.1mA/div 20μs/div) 

Figure 5-25:  Comparison of DM current with and without suppression capacitor 

When motor is running, commutation becomes a main noise source. We really find a 
resonant mode in measurement. This is a potential noise source. The motor case, 
although limited in size, acts as a ground plane. The motor cable acts as an antenna. 
Thus, a monopole antenna is formed. The antenna impedance of monopole can be 
calculated by [25]. In [13], it proves the way to simplify the radiation model by 
monopole antenna is feasible. 
This noise can be eliminated by shorting both ends of noise source, that is to say, with 
good connection to ground plane at both motor housing and battery negative pole, the 
lump produced at 5MHz will disappear. The wiring configuration has influence for this 
noise. In this thesis, we use the word “lump” to present a broadband increased level. 
Lump is distinct from narrow band peak, while peak is a single increased level. 
One more mechanism of noise source is introduced here. It is caused by commutation 
noise and the resonance is built along the loop illustrated in Figure 5-26. 

High 
frequency 
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Figure 5-26: Mechanism of CM current in grounding network 

Resonance is formed via inductance Lplane in metal plane, inductance Lg in ground track, 
inductance Lw12, Lw22 in ground track, and capacitance in this loop. 
Because the cable between SCU and the motor is much shorter than the cable between 
LISN and SCU, therefore, we have Cp22<<Cp12 and Lw22<<Lw12. We estimate the value 
of these parasitic parameters for resonance frequency: 
Lw11=Lw12 =2μH, Lw22=Lw22 =0.06μH, Lg+ Lplane=0.2μH, Cp11=Cp12 =14pF, Cp21= Cp22 

=1.4pF.  
According to these estimate value, we predict the lump produced in different wiring 
configuration. 
When motor housing or battery negative pole is not connected to car body, capacitance 
in this loop is in the order of 1pF. That makes the assumed resonance frequency equal to 
45MHz. The noise source in this frequency is too weak to excite a resonance. 
When motor housing or battery negative pole is both connected to car body, the 
calculated resonance frequency is around 350kHz. 
If “third wire” between motor housing and SCU ground is presented, the calculated 
resonance frequency is around 800kHz. 
This peak changes its resonance frequency with the wiring configuration, because 
elements along the resonant loop are changed with wiring configuration. 

5.5 Transient analysis 
Compare to commutation, a more severe situation happened when motor is 
disconnected to power. The reason is the energy stored in all coils will release to 
surrounding, while commutation involves one coil at one time. 
In [26], this transient is carefully studied in detail. A test setup is used in measuring the 
currents exciting the wire harness from a motor when it is switched off. A typical 
conducted emission voltage is measured and shown below. 
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(a) In time domain                      (b) In frequency domain 

Figure 5-27:  Conducted Emission Transient when motor is switch off suddenly 

The transient noise when motor is switch off has a much more frequency content than 
commutation noise. The main frequency components are extent to 200MHz. These 
transient pulses can be decomposed to extinction pulses, which are called E-pulse in 
[26]. These pulses appear as DM current in motor cable, and the highest level of these 
pulses is 110mA. An empirical estimation is transient noise when motor is switch off 
produces 20dB higher EMI than commutation noise. 
The prediction of this noise is extremely difficult, because it involves the parasitic 
parameter of motor up to very high frequency. These peaks varies with different motor 
like fingerprint of motor, it is also called natural modes [26]. To suppress this noise, we 
should make the motor cable shorter and the shunt suppression capacitor larger since it 
is a DM current noise. Wiring configuration seems has no influence for this noise. 
Decreasing current variation in transient will bring great benefits in suppressing 
transient noise. 

5.6 Conclusion 
Since the prediction of EMI depends on an accurate prediction of both differential- and 
common mode HF current, the motor model is particularly useful and crucial. We start 
the model from coil and end with a complete model for low frequency and high 
frequency.  
The below EMC design guides are concluded from this chapter, 

• The commutation noise comes from the voltage spark between the coil and 
brush when the coil is leaving commutation. Suppression circuit can reduce the 
noise level. The grounding suppression capacitor has dominant effect. 

• Radiated emission from commutation noise can be eliminated by short both ends 
of noise source, that is to say, with good connection to ground plane at both 
motor housing and battery negative pole. 
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• The commutation noise between the terminal and motor housing will radiate to 
air while the cable acting as an effective antenna. Therefore, we should keep the 
motor cable as short as possible. This provision is also helpful to suppress 
transient noise when motor is switch off. 

• Shunt suppression capacitor has effect on suppressing transient noise. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Relay 

Transient noise occurs when we switch on or switch off SCU. Besides the transient 
caused by the switch, the opening and closing of a relay also leads to abrupt current 
change or voltage change. Because its inductive load leads larger current variation, it is 
more harmful. It may result in sparks between lines and a popping noise is heard in the 
radio. These situations need transient analysis. In ISO7637-1 and ISO/WD 7637-2, 
transient noise is already adopted as specification in automotive industry. 
Recently, requirements of transient noises are becoming stricter than before. We need to 
learn more about its characteristics and its cause; transient processes should be carefully 
studied. It is also helpful for component selection and determining suppression methods. 
In this chapter, we will establish a model for a relay. By an experiment setup, we will 
do transient analysis at relay opening and closing respectively. This experiment is used 
to validate the relay model and to study transient noise caused relay. We will discuss the 
influence of some designable factors. We give some strategies for EMI suppression at 
last. 

6.1 Model of relay and setup for validation 
Component library in PSPICE gives a macro model for the relay, which takes the 
mechanical specification into account. But in EMC view of point, the switch-on and 
switch-off are of primary interest, particularly during closing and opening of electrical 
contacts. Therefore we ignore the behavior of relay coil. Being quite similar to a switch, 
relay is modeled by parallel switches which represents the bounces event. The lead 
inductance is included. 
Like in the previous chapter, a setup is established for validation which is shown at 
Figure 6-1.  
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Figure 6-1: Setup to validate behaviour of the relay 

The PCB for our experiment is a real product called P138. We construct the 
corresponding circuit in a simulation environment. Some models come from the 
PSPICE component library, while the model of the motor is the result of previous 
chapter. 
The connection between motor housing to battery negative pole is represented by a 
series RL circuit. Battery-SCU cable is modeled according to transmission line theory, 
whose model values are determined by the length and dimension of the wires. 
The connection from the motor housing to ground is not definite. We will consider three 
possibilities in this chapter, one is a very good connection, another is floating to ground, 
and the last one is connected with certain resistance.  

6.2 Transient analysis for relay closing 
We start our discussion by assuming that the housing of the motor is connected well to 
the ground. In this situation, both differential mode current and common mode current 
are present. 
When the relay operates, three series resonant modes are established. Loop1 consists of 
the wire inductance and the shunt suppression capacitor inside the motor; loop2 consists 
of the battery input capacitor, the lead inductance of the relay, the inductance of the 
motor cable and the shunt suppression capacitor of the motor.  
Because two grounding suppression capacitors which are connected to the housing of 
the motor have low impedance in high frequency, the third loop is established via this 
path. Loop3 consists of the battery input capacitor, the lead inductance of the relay, the 
inductance of the motor cable, the shunt suppression capacitor of the motor, the ground 
suppression capacitor and the grounding network. The current in loop3 is the main 
component of common mode current. 
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Figure 6-2: Three resonant modes established with relay closing 

It has been found that the resonant frequency of loop1 is quite low, and only the shunt 
suppression capacitor affects this frequency. In fact, the small capacitor and MOV 
parallel to shunt suppression capacitor will not bypass the current in this loop.  
Resonant frequencies that generated by loop2 and loop3 are relatively high and in the 
order of MHz. Both of them will have an effect on the common mode current. Here the 
resonant frequency is determined by the minor one of shunt suppression capacitor and 
battery input capacitors. Another factor is the parasitic inductance of the relay and the 
inductance of the motor cable. 
Loop3 will not be constructed if the housing of the motor is not connected to the ground 
because the current path to the ground is blocked. 

6.3 Transient analysis for relay opening 
When the relay operates, the closure is typically a rapid series of closing events and 
opening events resulting from bouncing, sliding, rocking and surface contaminants. 
What happens when the relay is opening is also studied. 
Figure 6-3 shows three series resonant loops to release energy stored in coils. These 
loops will contribute to common mode current.  

Loop1 
Loop2 

Loop3 
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Figure 6-3: Motor circuit with resonant loop when relay opening 

Loop4 consists of all coils in the motor and the shunt suppression capacitor; Loop5 is 
made up of the series connection of the line inductance and the shunt suppress capacitor 
inside the motor; Loop6 consists of the series of line inductance, grounding suppression 
capacitor and the grounding network. 
The oscillation in loop4 will be constrained by a breakdown of Metal Oxide Varistor 
(MOV). Energy is dissipated by MOV if the amplitude between terminals of the motor 
is above 33V. It also provides a path for high frequency current with its capacitance of 
2500pF. 
Although shunt suppression capacitor is included in Loop5, capacitance of MOV is the 
main factor to determine the resonance frequency, because capacitance of MOV is 
normally in the order of nF, it is far smaller than the shunt suppression capacitor. Wire 
inductance of the motor cable determines the resonance frequency of loop5 also. 
The impedance of grounding network is the main element to determine the 
characteristic of loop6. High impedance will make the resonance decay faster.  
Figure 6-4 shows the simulation result of CM current when the motor housing is well 
connected to the ground. Figure 6-5 shows the conducted emission in frequency domain. 

Loop4 

Loop6 

Loop5 
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Figure 6-4: Simulated time domain transient of CM current 
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Figure 6-5: Simulated CM emission spectrum with motor housing grounded 

We find six resonance frequencies in spectrum, which are 15kHz, 60kHz, 1.03MHz, 
1.6MHz, 1.97MHz and 8.6MHz. We name them from f1 to f6 for convenience sake. The 
f2, f3, f5 are formed in loop1, loop2, loop3 when we have relay closing, the f1, f4, f6 are 
introduced by loop4, loop6, loop5 when the relay is opening. 
The simulation result is validated by measurement. Figure 6-6 shows measured voltage 
on pin 1 and pin 4 of the relay, which is COM terminal and Normal Open terminal of 
one DPDT switch inside the relay. We find four resonant modes in measurement, with 
the frequency of 12.5kHz, 60kHz, 1.25MHz, 8MHz. They are corresponding to f1, f2, f3 
and f6. The f4, f5 were not observed because they are CM current flowing through 
grounding wire. The agreement proves that our model is reliable and main resonant 
modes are included in simulation. 
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                  (a) (10V/div 50μs/div)                                    (b) (2V/div 2μs/div) 

Figure 6-6: Measured voltage on pin1 and pin 4 of relay 

6.4 Factors related to transient specification 
Some discussion is to be made to determine the influence of designable parameters, 
1. The impedance between the motor housing and the ground. 
If the motor case is insulated from the ground, CM currents are blocked. Therefore, the 
voltage drop in LISN is DM voltage only. Conducted emission spectrum achieved in the 
LISN is shown in Figure 6-7. 

           Frequency
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Figure 6-7: Simulated emission spectrum without the motor housing grounded 

The only resonance frequency is 200kHz comes from resonant mode f3. CM resonant 
mode f4 , f5  totally disappear. Therefore, by isolating the motor to the vehicle chassis, 
we will get a very low EMI level. 
2. The inductance of the wire from motor housing to the ground. 
If we increase the inductance of the ground wire for the motor to 1μH, the simulated 
CM emission spectrum is shown in Figure 6-8. 
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Figure 6-8: Simulated CM emission spectrum with increased grounding wire inductance 

The resonance f4, f5 disappear and f6 decrease to 6.8MHz. As shown in this figure, the 
inductance of the grounding wire of the motor affects only the common-mode resonance 
peak. 
3. The resistance of the wire from the motor housing to the ground. 
If we increase the resistance of the ground wire for the motor from 0.1Ω to 1 Ω, then to 
10 Ω, the simulated CM emission spectrum is shown in Figure 6-9. 

           Frequency
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Figure 6-9: Simulated CM emission spectrum with grounding wire impedance increased 

 f4, f5 are decaying rapidly, so no oscillation is constructed, f6 is also suppressed. In fact, 
wire resistance is in series connected in the loop3 and loop6, the amplitude of f4, f5 is 
decreased. CM current along the ground wire converted from potential difference in 
loop5 is also decreased by increased wire impedance. 
4. The grounding suppression capacitor. 
Replacing the grounding suppression capacitor with 47pF, the simulated CM emission 
spectrum is shown in Figure 6-10. 

L=0.1μH 
L=1μH 

R=0.1Ω 
R=1Ω 
R=10Ω 
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Figure 6-10: Simulated CM emission spectrum with grounding suppression capacitor 

decreased 

The grounding suppression capacitors block the resonant mode in CM path. 
5. The transient time of the switch. 
We change the switch transient time from 1us to 10us. The simulated CM emission 
spectrum is shown in Figure 6-11. 
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Figure 6-11: Simulated CM emission spectrum with switching time increased 

The high frequency above 1MHz is drastically decayed. The Equation 4.8 shows that 
the resonance will decay effectively if switching time is in the same order of the 
resonance period, and the resonance can be ignored if a calculated resonance period is 
less then 1/25 of the switching time. 
6. The shunt suppression capacitor 
We change the shunt suppression capacitor from 470nF to 4700nF. The simulated CM 
emission spectrum is shown in Figure 6-12. 

C=47nF 

C=47pF 

t=1μs 

t=10μs 
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Figure 6-12 Simulated CM emission spectrum with shunt suppression capacitor 

increased 

The shunt suppression capacitor strongly affects the resonant peak at low frequency. It 
decreases the resonant peak with 30dB below 300kHz, and has in practice no influence 
on the high resonant frequency, since it is always connected in series with varistor or 
battery input capacitor which has a much lower value. 
7. The wire inductance of the motor cable. 
By decreasing the wire inductance of the motor cable from 0.1μH to 10nH, the 
simulated CM emission spectrum changes a lot in high frequency as Figure 6-13 shows. 

           Frequency
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Figure 6-13 Simulated CM emission spectrum with wire inductance of motor cable 

decreased 

We find that the f3 resonant mode shifts to 4MHz and the f4, f5, f6 resonant modes 
disappear. That is why we prefer having a short connection between SCU and the motor. 
8. The varistor capacitance. 
Replace MOV with another model whose capacitance is 65pF, we get predicted CM 
emission spectrum as Figure 6-14 shows. 

C=4700nF 

 
C=470nF 

0.1μH 

10nH 
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 Figure 6-14 Simulated CM emission spectrum with another varistor 

We find that f1 to f5 resonant modes are not changed, while f6 disappear. Another 
possibility is by replacing the varistor with a diode, but then we have to change 
topology of this circuit. 
9. The battery input capacitor. 
By increasing the battery input capacitance from 14nF to 140nF, we get predicted CM 
emission spectrum as Figure 6-14 shows. 
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 Figure 6-15 Simulated CM emission spectrum with battery input capacitor increased 

We find that increasing the battery input capacitor shifts the resonant mode f3 towards a 
lower frequency. 

6.5 Conclusion 
We found seven resonant modes from the spectrum of the EMI, four of them occur 
when relay is opening, and another three happen when the relay is closing. By 
comparison between different configurations, we got the following conclusion: 

C=14nF 
C=140nF 
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• The simplest way to suppress EMI is by isolating the motor from the vehicle 
chassis. In the viewpoint of transient noise caused by relay, isolating motor 
housing has benefit to suppress transient noise. 

• If the above requirement is not satisfied, the impedance between motor housing 
and ground should keep at least 10Ω which leads 20dB suppression. 

• Decreasing the grounding suppression capacitors will block resonant mode in 
CM path with decreased amplitude. By reducing grounding suppression 
capacitor to 1/1000 of primary value, the CM current can be suppressed 40dB. 

• Switching time can affect resonance dramatically. Relay with longer contact 
time produces lower EMI in high frequency. But in order to change switching 
time, we need to replace this relay with MOSFET. 

• The shunt suppression capacitor affects the resonant peak only at low frequency. 
• The wire inductance of the motor cable affects the high resonant frequency 

effectively. 
• The varistor capacitance strongly affects the peak of resonant mode f6. Using 

varistor with smaller capacitance will move resonance towards a higher 
frequency even disappears. 

• Increasing the battery input capacitor shifts the resonant modes f3, f5 towards a 
lower frequency. 

• The suppression circuit of the motor, not the coils in motor, mainly determines 
the noise characteristic. This conclusion is also true for running noise produced 
by PWM. Motor coil parameters only have influence on the commutation noise. 
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Chapter 7 
 
PWM 

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) signal is employed to get a variable speed control in 
the motor accelerating and decelerating. In some product, the EMI level goes beyond 
regulation due to the switched waveforms. Because EMC measurements are always 
done under “worst case”, SCU is set to run in 50% PWM status in one measurement 
item, which makes it the toughest item to pass. 
In this chapter, we will give the method to model SCU. Based on the previous models, 
we will point out resonant modes. Among them, some will be a dominant component in 
low frequency radiation emission, while others will produce a big trouble in high 
frequency range. We will conclude with some suggestions to suppress noise caused by 
this transient. 

7.1 Modeling of MOSFET 
The switching device, a MOSFET, was modeled in this study as a switch parallel with 
two capacitors, as shown in Figure 7-1. The junction capacitor Cj involved in the 
reverse recovery current and the capacitance Ck, as the parasitic capacitance between 
drain and ground plane because drain has biggest voltage sudden change and soldering 
area. Both Cj and Ck can be obtained by measuring. The turn on/off time of the switch is 
set via parameter in the switch model which is measured in experiment. 

 
Figure 7-1: Model of MOSFET for high frequency 
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Of course, when more parasitic elements are used, the simulation becomes more 
realistic. There are many sophisticated MOSFET models available for simulation, they 
always use very complex topological which will result in excessively long run times. 
But we just want to find out what main source is for EMI here, we prefer a relative 
comparison not the exact value. 

7.2 Running analysis 
After transient of bouncing, the relay is in a stable state. All relays are now treated as 
low-impedance pass through. The MOSFET is a switch component that makes voltage 
and current suddenly changed. The main difference between this kind of transient and 
prior transient caused by relay and switch is that this one is periodic. We catalogue the 
noise caused by this periodic transient to running noise. 
Because the MOSFET has a more stable switch parameter compared to commutation, 
for instance, the transient time, interval time, the noise caused by PWM wave is more 
like a narrowband noise. 
In [6], [7], [9], [11], [12], [16], [17] and [19] EMI produced by AC motor running in 
PWM is discussed. Conducted emission produced by power electronic converters is 
dealt with at [8], [10], [18] and [20]. From these literatures, the running analysis 
approaches are referable, but the limitation of previous research still exists: 

• No discussion about conversion from DM current to CM. 
• Although wiring configuration is important for EMC performance, its influence 

is not investigated. 
• How radiated emission is produced by conducted emission is not introduced. 

In this section, we use a real product to simulate and validate our model over a complete 
PWM switching period.  
The frequency of PWM is 100kHz, and this frequency cannot lower than 15kHz, 
otherwise the acoustic noise is generated. Another factor for the preference of high 
PWM frequency is therefore the size of filter can be kept small.  
We use Figure 7-2 to illustrate the transient of PWM switch. 

 
Figure 7-2: Diode current loop 
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In phase 1, MOSFET is switched on firstly. The current from the battery flows to the 
motor then through MOSFET and returns to the battery. In phase 2, the MOSFET is 
turned off, the current in the inductors cannot change instantaneously, the voltage 
polarity across the inductors will be reversed due to electromagnetic force when di/dt <0, 
this voltage will forward bias diode, then the diode take the current loop cover. The 
block in Figure 7-2 is embrace with high di/dt current, which emits radiation efficiently 
like a loop antenna. We call the current in this loop as diode current. 
Besides diode current, current with ripple is produced between power supplier and SCU, 
between SCU and motor when motor is running at PWM mode. Their locations are 
illustrated in Figure 7-3. 

 
Figure 7-3: Main DM current loops when SCU is working at PWM mode 

The measurement results in time domain of these three DM currents are shown in 
Figure 7-4. 

 

 (a) Diode current              (b) DM at motor cable        (c) DM at battery-SCU cable 
       (0.44A/div 2μs/div)            (4.4mA/div 5μs/div)            (0.22mA/div 10μs/div) 

Figure 7-4: The DM current waveform when motor running in PWM mode (measurement) 

We found a small ripple in the falling edge of the waveform of diode current. It is 
caused by a new resonant mode which does not exist in real product. This resonant 
mode is produced by an extend wire inserted into diode current loop to contain the 
clamp of current probe. 
The spectra of these DM currents are also shown in Figure 7-5. 
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(a) Diode current           (b) DM at motor cable        (c) DM at battery-SCU cable 

Figure 7-5: The spectrum of DM current when motor running in PWM mode 
(measurement) 

The diode current has a highest level in these DM signals. It starts from 100dBμA at 
400kHz and follows a slope of -20dB/dec. Due to the sharp rising edge of diode current 
about 100ns, the decay slope keeps  -20dB/dec below 3MHz.  
The DM current at motor cable is 70dBμA at 400kHz and follows a faster decay slope 
of -40dB/dec. The DM current at battery-motor cable is 20dBμA at 400kHz and also 
follows a decay slope of -40dB/dec.  
Compared with diode current, the spectra of DM currents at motor cable and battery-
SCU cable decrease much faster, which makes the diode current to be the main source 
of radiated emission below 3MHz. 
In Figure 7-5 (a) and (b), there are two curves present measurement results with and 
without motor housing connected to a metal plane. It is important to realize that when 
changing the wiring configuration, the differential-mode current is not significantly 
changed. This is due to the fact that DM current is a functional current. The spectrum of 
DM current is related to topology of the circuit and components value in SCU and 
motor. We can also find from above figure that the DM current mostly concentrates at 
low frequency. This conclusion is useful to identify a noise source. 
These DM current can be predicted by simulation as Figure 7-6 shows. 

 
Figure 7-6: Simulate SCU operates in PWM signal 
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The simulation and measurement result of diode current are compared at Figure 7-7. 

           Time

200us 205us 210us 215us 220us
I(D4)

-1.5A

-1.0A

-0.5A

0A

0.5A

1.0A

1.5A

 
(a) Simulation result (0.1A/div 1μs/div)   (b) Measurement result (0.44A/div 2μs/div) 

Figure 7-7: Diode current comparison between measurement and simulation 

The amplitudes of two waveforms are 1.36A and 1.2A. The shape is slightly different 
because current probe has less transfer impedance in low frequency. The decay time 
constants are 3us and 4.2us respectively which are still in the same order. Both 
waveforms have rise time about 100ns. The predicted diode current agrees well with the 
measurement result in the frequency range up to 3MHz. Therefore, the diode current is 
predictable. 
Via the formula of Equation 3.17 and Equation 3.18, we can predict radiated emission 
based on the predicted diode current. 
We assume the loop area of this current is 0.00001 m2, which is 0.1cm×1cm. The 
predicted radiated emission is shown at Figure 7-8. 

 
Figure 7-8: Predicted radiated emission below 2MHz 
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Compared to the measured radiated emission shown at Figure 7-9, the difference 
between then is within a range of 3dB. We conclude that the noise below 2MHz is 
predictable at the stage of design. 

 
Figure 7-9: Measured radiated emission with setup1 

Compare Figure 7-4 (b) to Figure 5-25 (b), the commutation of MOSFET aggravates 
ripple in the motor cable. Therefore the level of resonance caused by motor cable 
inductance, shunt suppression capacitor in motor and varistor in SCU increases as well. 
We show the mechanism of resonance in Figure 7-10. 

 
Figure 7-10: Mechanism of resonance mode in motor cable 

The resonant peak can be calculated by this equation: 

LC
f

π2
1

=      (7.1) 

Here, L=Lw21+Lw22, C= CV∩(CS2+(CS11∩CS12)), operator ∩ represents: BA
BABA

+
×

=I  
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We propose the value of these parasitic parameters for an estimation of resonance 
frequency: 
Lw21=Lw21 =0.06μH, CV=2500pF. 
The resonance peak should appear at 9.1MHz. It is consistent with the measurement 
result shown in Figure 7-5 (b). Slight difference in frequency is caused by the influence 
of current probe, which is explained in 3.2.2. 
Although DM noise at motor cable does not make trouble alone, but DCM current 
which is converted from this DM current has significant effect. The conversion 
mechanism is shown at Figure 7-11 and 7-12. 

 
Figure 7-11: Two Unbalance Wires carrying DM currents drive CM current 

In most situations, the biggest part of reference - car body will be placed nearby to the 
sunroof system. Therefore two wires of motor cable are unbalanced to reference. A 
voltage difference will drive a CM current. 
When the motor housing is isolated to the reference. Although unbalance exists, there is 
a very weak CM current loop generated. The radiation is the smallest. 
When motor housing is connected to reference, Cp2 is parallel to the suppression 
capacitor. The unbalance between Cp11 and Cp12 leads CM loop current; it passes 
through suppression capacitor and reference. The resonance frequency is around 9 MHz. 
When both motor housing and battery negative pole are connected to reference, Cp11 is 
shortened. In this situation, the unbalance issue is most severe, and the low impedance 
in the CM current loop aggravates this situation. A lump in 9MHz will appear at 
radiated emission with highest level in all these wiring configurations. 
Even without considering the difference between two suppression capacitors, the 
slightly different cable lead impedance and track impedance in PCB will result in CM 
current. Two suppression capacitors with different values aggravate the situation. This 
mechanism is quite similar to the former one. 
The resonance mode in DM current is always there with a certain level, but with a 
particular wiring configuration or layout, CM current will be produced effectively. The 
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conversion efficiency is also related with the frequency. Conversion ratio above 3MHz 
is obviously higher than in low frequency. 
However, the amplitude of resonance is decided by unbalance level which is difficult to 
be measured. It is defined in [4] and measured with LCL (Longitudinal Conversion 
Loss) which has a range up to of 40dB. It makes the prediction of CM current radiated 
emission level can only start with conducted measurement. 

7.3 Conclusion 
Transient of PWM signal causes two main noise sources because of its sharp increasing 
edge. To reduce the influence of these two noise source, the diode current and the DM 
current in motor cable, the below EMC design guides are concluded from this chapter, 

1. The area embraced by high di/dt loops must be as small as possible. By 
decreasing the loop area to 1/10, the emission level will reduce 20dB more. 

2. If possible, use 70 kHz as working frequency, because first and second harmonic 
components are below the lowest frequency required by CISPR-25. 

3. If possible, modulate the switch frequency in 100Hz as [28] described. It will 
flat the EMI spectrum. 

4. If the above provision cannot be satisfied, twisting the track in PCB is another 
solution by introducing mutual cancellation of the fluxes. It is shown in Figure 
7-12. 

 
Figure 7-12: A proposed noise reduction method by twisting tracks 

5. Using a metallised plastic SCU case will definitely reduce the EMI level below 
2MHz, but it is costly. 

6. To suppress radiated emission above 2MHz, the first technique is isolating the 
motor housing to the car body. If we use an insulated cover or plastic screw, the 
capacitance between motor housing and car body should be kept below 5pF. If 
this condition is satisfied, CM current emission is negligible. 

7. If the above provision cannot be satisfied, make balance wires by twisting them. 
8. If CM currents has been produced, but we can restrict them in a small area by 

adding a “third wire” between motor housing and SCU ground, keeping the wire 
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short and running along the other two wires. This proposal is most efficient 
when motor housing and battery negative pole are connected to car body.  

9. The next provision is shifting resonance peaks out of important band. By 
reducing the wire length between motor and SCU or using the varistor with 
small capacitance or replacing varistor with diodes, the resonant frequency at 
motor cable will be extremely high or even will disappear. 
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Chapter 8 
 
Comparison measurement and 
synthesis 

We have done many measurements to validate our model as prior chapters described. In 
this chapter, we will do comparison measurement for EMI synthesis. We will describe 
the measurement equipment we used. We give setup and procedure of these 
measurements. We do many comparisons between measurement results. By this way, 
we confirm the influence of designable parameters. 

8.1 Measurement Equipment 
We arrange all the EUT (Equipment Under Test) on a table with a height of 80-90cm. 
The table is covered with a metal plane shown in Figure 8-1. The metal plane is 
introduced to include the influence of car body. This EUT is a real product.  

 
Figure 8-1: Layout of measurement 

We use current probe to measure the DM current. The voltage output of the current 
probe is connected to a spectrum analyzer (ADVANTEST R3131) or to an oscilloscope 
(YOKOGAWA DL1540). To monitor weak signals, a pre-amplifier (KALMUS 737LC) 
is used to amplify weak voltage signal. This amplifier owns a constant gain of 44dB up 
to 1GHz. 
Because the calibration of current probe is normally done with a 50Ω terminator, if the 
output of current probe is connected to high impedance input port of oscilloscope, a 
50Ω resistor and BNC-T connector are used to make measurement results reliable. The 
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BNC-T connector is not good for high frequency measurement but it is valid here 
because our interesting frequency range is 150kHz to 30MHz A self made LISN is 
inserted between the battery and SCU to make impedance stable, with its schematic 
diagram shown at Figure 8-2. 

 
Figure 8-2: Schematic of LISN 

To measure CM current, two wires must be put through current probe in one direction. 
On the contrary, to measure DM current, two wires should be put through current probe 
with opposite direction. 
Each current probe has a characteristic curve representing the relationship between 
output voltage and the current under measuring, they are related with 

I
VZT =      (10.1) 

The Figure 8-3 shows a calibrated impedance curve of the current probe used in our 
measurement. 

 
Figure 8-3: Current probe transfer impedance 

In most case, this is given in dB as, 

AdBVdBdBT IVZ µµ −=Ω      (10.2) 

With this calibration curve and measurement result of voltage, we know the current as, 
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Ω−= TdBVdBAdBCM ZVI µµ     (10.3) 

Some interference introduced by the instruments themselves needs to be mentioned here. 
We found that a monitor of oscilloscope causes a 324 kHz pulse, and a spectrum 
analyzer produces a narrowband noise around 20MHz. 
In radiation measurement, the employed receiver is ESI 40 manufactured by Rohde & 
Schwarz, and the antenna model is SAS-2/A, which is an extremely broadband E-field 
receiving antenna made by ARA. 

8.2 Measurement Setup 
We use existed validation test setup proposed by [22], [23] and [24] for our comparison 
measurement. It is shown at figure 8-4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8-4: Measurement setup 

This configuration is quite similar to a measurement setup proposed by CISPR-25, 
which is illustrated in Figure 8-5. 

Receiver/ 
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Preamplifier 
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Power 
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SCU Motor 

1m 

Metal plane 
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- 
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Figure 8-5: Diagram of CISPR-25 radiated emission module testing setup 

During the measurement, the motor is operating in PWM or always-on state. 
For the wire length and layout the cable, configuration follows this way without being 
specified: 

• motor cable length: 0.06m 
• motor cable height above metal plane: 0.05m 
• battery-SCU cable length: 1m 

Three more situations are tested. One is placing the motor cable on the surface of metal 
plane. Another is reducing the length of battery-SCU cable to 0.1m. The third is 
increasing the length of motor cable to 0.66m. 
The next test variable is wiring configuration. By varying the connection between 
battery negative pole and metal plane, the connection between motor housing and metal 
plane and proposed “third wire” between SCU ground and motor housing, we have 
eight configurations. We name them from setup1 to setup8 as Table 8-1 lists. 

Table 8-1: Connections in different wiring configurations 

Connection 
Battery Negative- 

Metal plane 
Motor housing- 

Metal plane 
Third Wire 

SCU ground-motor 

Setup open short open short open short 
Setup1 ×  ×  ×  
Setup2 ×   × ×  
Setup3  × ×   ×   
Setup4   ×   × ×   
Setup5 ×  ×   × 
Setup6 ×   ×  × 
Setup7   × ×     × 
Setup8   ×   ×   × 
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In fact, wiring configuration is a key factor in our study, because it is the cheapest 
solution without additional components. 
We also show these configurations via Figure 8-6. 

 
Figure 8-6: Motor and SCU in different wiring configurations 

Here, the status of S1, S2 and S3 corresponds to three connections in Table 8-1. 
Setup1 is an ideal situation. This configuration may only happen for a test. In this 
situation, common mode currents are only formed via capacitive coupling.  
Setup 2 has commonly happened in a validation test, because the motor is installed in a 
metal sunroof structure, and the battery is kept standing on the floor. By knowing what 
influence a test setup will bring, we can leave more margins to limitation. 
Setup 3 is more commonly in automotive. Because the correct function of a starter is a 
principal consideration in automotive electric system, the current return path for this 
device must exhibit low DC resistance from battery negative to the starter motor ground 
(in most case, the engine block) to ensure the best connection. In a practical wiring, the 
battery negative pole is connected to the car body. The SCU and sunroof motor are 
normally installed in the ceiling, it makes uncertain for the grounding of SCU and the 
motor, in setup 3, it is a situation SCU and the motor are isolated to the car body, they 
are installed via plastic screws or isolated rings. 
Setup 4 is another possibility; in this configuration, the motor is fixed firmly in the 
sunroof structure, which is a metal part installed to the car body. By this way, the motor 
housing is grounded. 
Setup5 to setup8 are proposed in this project, by adding a third wire between SCU and 
the motor; this wire is running along other two wires and made as short as possible; this 
configuration is the same as grounding the motor housing and SCU but with smaller 
CM “noise” current loop. 
The last test variable is shield plan. We shield particular parts by wrapping it in 
aluminum foil, this foil is connected to metal plane and via the screen of a measurement 
cable to the wall of the EMC measurement chamber. We set three configurations below. 

• Without shield at all. 
• With motor and motor cable shielded. 
• With SCU shielded. 
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We call these shield plans as shield 1, shield 2 and shield 3 respectively. 

8.3 Measurement Procedures 
The Table 8-2 below shows the configuration of each measurement. Four shadowed 
traces are proposed but not available due to time limitation. 

Table 8-2: Measurement configurations 

Cable length Cable length Cable height Connection 

SCU-motor LISN-SCU LISN-SCU 
LISN- 

metal panel 
Motor- 

metal panel 
Third Wire 
SCU-motor 

Motor 
working 

state 
shield 
plan 

Trace 0.06m 0.66m 1.0m 0.10m normal surface open short open short open short ON 
PWM 
50%   

trace01 X  X  X  X  X  X  X  1 
trace02 X  X  X  X   X X  X  1 
trace03 X  X  X   X  X X  X  1 
trace04 X  X  X  X  X  X   X 1 
trace05 X  X  X  X   X X   X 1 
trace06 X  X  X   X  X X   X 1 
trace11 X  X   X X   X X   X 1 
trace12 X  X  X  X  X   X  X 1 
trace13 X  X  X  X   X  X  X 1 
trace14 X  X  X   X  X  X  X 1 
trace15 X  X   X X   X  X  X 1 
trace21 X  X  X  X  X  X   X 2 
trace22 X  X  X  X   X X   X 2 
trace23 X  X  X   X  X X   X 2 
trace24 X  X  X  X  X  X   X 3 
trace25 X  X  X  X   X X   X 3 
trace26 X  X  X   X  X X   X 3 
trace27  X X  X   X  X X   X 1 
trace28 X   X X  X   X X   X 1 
trace31 X  X  X   X X  X   X 1 
trace32 X  X  X   X X  X   X 1 
trace33 X  X  X   X X   X  X 1 
trace34 X  X  X   X X   X  X 1 

 
Because of the limitation of measurement equipment, the radiated emission 
measurements have been performed by Thales Nederlands B.V. Environment 
Competence Center. 
In order to achieve these goals, the radiated emission is measured in the range from 
150kHz to 100MHz, and in vertical and horizontal polarization. Measurement 
bandwidth is set to 9kHz. 
To easily recall setup, we use pictograms next to measurement result to present wiring 
configuration and shield plan. Three green blocks represent battery, SCU and motor 
from left to right, and the black wire below blocks represents metal plane in 
measurement setup. 
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8.4 Radiated Emission Measurement Results 

8.4.1 Measure with different polarity 
The first comparison is done with different polarity. In the setup of the measurement, 
the antenna is placed perpendicular to the cable of the motor, which is the worst 
situation. Two measurements are done with vertical polarity and horizontal polarity. We 
draw the results into Figure 8-7.  

 

(a) Horizontal polarization result 

 

              (b) Vertical polarization result 

Figure 8-7: Comparison between horizontal and vertical polarization measurement 
results when motor running in PWM and wiring configuration is setup5 

By comparing, the difference is less than 3dB. Therefore, we will only use vertical 
measurement results for comparison and synthesis, which makes no difference. 

8.4.2 Comparison between different running modes of motor 
This comparison is between the electric fields from a motor running in always-on mode 
and from a motor running in PWM mode. 
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(a) Motor running in always-on mode 

 

(b) Motor running in PWM mode 

Figure 8-8: Comparison of measurement results when motor is running in always-on 
mode and in PWM mode, while wiring configuration is setup4 

In this case, we can clearly see that the motor running in PWM mode radiates more than 
running in always-on mode and accompanied by distinguished peaks. By removing 
these peaks, there is no significant difference between the field intensities. This is 
consistent with the theory that two signals not relevant can be superposed. It is obvious 
that the motor running in PWM mode emits broadband noise from the motor 
commutation and narrow band noise from the PWM signal. The narrow band noise is at 
least 25dB above broadband noise. 
A lump is observed around 9MHz in both modes, and this lump increases 7dB when 
motor is running in PWM mode. This is consistent with conclusion in Section 7.2 that 
transient of PWM signal aggravates the ripple in motor cable, and brings the EMI level 
higher. 
In this comparison, we also find that the centre frequency of this lump is fixed. This 
measurement result confirms the mechanism of this noise, that it is converted from the 
DM noise in motor cable as Section 7.2 supposed. 
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8.4.3 Comparison between different wiring configurations 
This comparison is the radiated emission between different wiring configurations. 

 

(a) Wiring configuration is setup1 

 

  (b) Wiring configuration is setup2 

 

(c) Wiring configuration is setup4 

Figure 8-9: Comparison of radiated emission with different wiring configurations when 
motor is running in PWM mode 

In this comparison we can see that the difference between fields below 2MHz are 
negligible. One lump is found in setup1 around 9MHz, and setup2 comes out two lumps 
around 5MHz and 9MHz, while setup4 is accompanied by two lumps in 350kHz and 
9MHz. 
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The lump of 9MHz fixes in frequency but varies in level, with setup2 its level is 4dB 
higher than with setup1, and with setup4 is about 15dB above which found in setup1. 
The measurement result is consistent to analysis result in Section 7.2, the resonance 
mode in DM current is always there with a certain level, but with a particular wiring 
configuration or layout, CM current will be produced effectively. 
The mechanism of lump of 5MHz is explained in Section 5.4. As predicted, this lump 
appears with setup2 and disappears with setup1 and setup3. 
The peak in 350kHz is predicted at Section 5.4, which proves the model. With same 
mechanism, peak appears at 800kHz as Figure 8-10 shows. The resonant mode in 
800kHz is excited by PWM signal and it lifts the level about 10dB higher. 

 
Figure 8-10: Radiation measurement result with setup7 

8.4.4 Comparison of the effect of “third wire” for different 
wiring configurations 
To see the improvement of the third wire, the following comparison, were made. 

 

 
 
 

(a) setup1                                                   (b) setup5 

Figure 8-11: Comparison between setup1 and setup5 
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For setup1, the third wire does not make an obvious difference. This is due to the fact 
that CM current is blocked in setup1. 

 

 
 
 

 
(a) setup2                                                   (b) setup6 

Figure 8-12: Comparison between setup2 and setup6 

This comparison shows that for setup2, the third wire has 2dB suppression for a lump 
around 9MHz. The difference is clearer than the former one but the third wire produces 
another lump appearing in 800MHz and excited by PWM signal to 32dBμV/m. 

 

 
 
 
 

(a) setup4                                                   (b) setup8 

Figure 8-13: Comparison between setup4 and setup8 

With the third wire added into setup4, the two lumps around 9MHz and 340kHz are 
effectively suppressed. The former one decayed almost 12dB, and the latter one is 
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totally disappear. The third wire is goal-directed in this situation. This experiment 
proves the discussion in Section 7.2 

8.4.5 Comparison of the effect of shielding for different wiring 
configurations 
By comparisons of radiated emission are done with and without SCU shielded, we 
confirm the location of the noise sources. 
We find from Figure 8-14, by shielding SCU, the radiation emission from 150kHz to 
2M is drastically suppressed at least 10dB.  This comparison proves that the DM current 
inside SCU is the main source of EMI in low frequency. 

 

 
 
 
 

(a) setup1 without  SCU shielded 

 

 
 
 
 

                                  (b) setup1 with  SCU shielded 

Figure 8-14: Comparison between with and without SCU shielded for setup1 
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From Figure 8-15, we find distinguishing peaks are left with a low level if the wiring 
configuration is setup2. The reason is part DM current is converted into CM current 
flowing through metal plane. Therefore, the radiation produced by converted CM 
current is not shielded. This experiment confirms the mechanism CM current which is 
converted from DM current produce EMI. 

 

 
 
 
 

(a) setup2 without  SCU shielded                    (b) setup2 with SCU shielded 

Figure 8-15: Comparison between with and without SCU shielded for setup2 

The fact that spectrum above 2MHz changes significantly may be caused by a casual 
contact between the shield foil and the motor housing which acts as third wire. 

8.5 Synthesis 
We have built circuit models for each element in SCU system respectively, but EMC 
study still needs focus on their relation, that is, which factor is designable, what 
progress can be made by tuning these parameters. 
We treat transient as the root for everything. In an aspect of physics, transient in the 
electric world is the acceleration of electrons. The stable state will produce no EMI. In 
this project, four transient exists, that is, the opening and closure of a switch, bouncing 
of relay, switching of MOSFET by PWM signal and motor commutation. 
A lot of models are built to illustrate how these transient generates noises. The level of a 
functional signal is first predicted, by annotation of the parasitic parameter, functional 
signal will convert to an unintentional signal, but this conversion is bi-direction, in some 
situations, unintentional signal will enforce functional signal conversely. 
When the amount of conducted emission is predicted, radiation models are applied to 
predict radiation level. As a consequence, the radiated noise can couple with the circuit 
conductors, thus becoming conducted noise again. 
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In fact, all these conversions are equilibrium under stable status. Most times forward 
conversion dominates back conversion.  
We classified the noise sources because designable parameters influent their 
contribution to EMI differently. Upon the former discussion, we built a routine to 
identify the catalogue of noise as Figure 8-16 shows. 

Level_Av has
distinguishing peaks?

Changing with different
wiring configuration?

Changing with different
wiring configuration?

NarrowBand
DM noise

NarrowBand
CM noise

produced by
resonance mode

BroadBand
DM noise

BroadBand
CM noise

f <30 MHz?

Near Field Far Field

Z=10(E-H)/20<377
Ohm?

di/dt
predominate

dv/dt
predominate

fixed frequency?

NarrowBand
CM noise

converted from
DM

Yes No

Yes Yes

Yes

Yes

NoNo

No

No

No Yes

 
Figure 8-16: Routine to identify characteristic of noise 

The simulation tool PSPICE appears as a good tool to use for tracing resonance mode. 
We use routine to classify resonance modes which we found. By synthesis, we find that 
transient noises caused by relay bouncing and running noise caused by PWM 
commutation have same mechanism. They are concluded in Appendix B. The only 
difference is transient noise has higher level due to larger current variation. This 
phenomenon proves that topology decides resonant mode, and transition provides excite 
source. 
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To propose an optimised configuration, we start with selecting the designable 
parameters which produce trouble and benefit simultaneously. That is why the wiring 
configuration is first parameter for our decision. Another reason is wiring configuration 
is most applicable because it is cost-efficiently solution. 
Commutation noise is most beyond our control, because it is determined by motor 
parameter, for instance, geometry of winding, material, etc. Suppression circuit can 
suppress commutation noise but bring excessive components. By good connection at 
motor housing to car body and battery negative pole to car body, this noise can be 
effectively suppressed. 
Commutation noise and PWM ripple cause the DM current in motor cable accompanies 
with a rapid varying current. It makes a resonance mode which determined by motor 
cable inductance. This DM current will convert to CM in surrounding as Section 7.2 
described. For the proposed wiring configuration, the level is lifted about 7dB. But it is 
controllable, because the influence of this noise source can be suppressed by adding 
“third wire” or even be eliminated by a shorter motor cable or small capacitance varistor. 
The transient noise caused when motor is switch off is hard to be reduced except by 
making motor cable shorter and making current variation change smoothly. 
In a word, good connection at both sides and keep motor cable short is optimised 
configuration. 
The secondary optimised configuration is isolating motor housing to car body. With this 
wiring configuration, transient noises which are built via car body disappear. The 
disadvantage this configuration brings is commutation noise is hard to be suppressed. 
Making battery-SCU cable shorter is a solution, but it is not realistic. 
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Chapter 9 
 
Conclusions 

This thesis deals with individual models for sunroof products in the frequency range of 
150kHz to 100MHz. The work starts with parasitic parameters extraction using “back-
annotation” method. Using the model we established, we present many discussions 
about what influence will make via the variation of parameters. We do transient analysis 
and running analysis respectively. We also use measurements result from an authorized 
test center to prove our hypothesis. The mechanisms of noise sources are clarified. 
The objective of this report is to propose an optimized configuration for all the 
designable parameters. The reason why we use the word “optimized” instead of “best” 
is some designable parameters produce troubles and benefits simultaneously. 
The wiring configuration is first parameter for our choice. The reason is that it has 
dominant influence to CM current which becomes main noise source above 2MHz, and 
wiring configuration is most applicable for price factor. The connection from car body 
to motor housing and the connection from car body to battery negative pole provide 
four wiring configurations. Synthesis shows that good connection at both sides is 
optimised selection. The commutation noise has least influence for this configuration. 
The CM noise converted from DM current in motor cable can be suppressed by adding 
“third wire” or even be eliminated by a shorter motor cable or small capacitance varistor. 
The transient noise caused when motor is switch off is hard to be reduced except by 
making motor cable shorter and making current variation change smoothly. 
In a word, good connection at both sides and keep motor cable short is optimised 
configuration. 
The secondary optimised configuration is isolating motor housing to car body. The 
reason is given at Section 8.5. 
Besides that, some more designable parameters are available for reducing EMI further. 
We list them below because they has benefit and no disadvantage. 

1. Topology in SCU plays a crucial role in the EMI performance. To suppress its 
influence, we can make the area embraced by hight di/dt smaller and current 
variation smoother. Section 7.3 describes the detail. 
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2. Removing switch input capacitor eliminates noise caused by switch as Section 
4.4 described. 

3. Make the grounding suppression capacitance and shunt suppression capacitance 
as large as possible or plan another form of suppression circuit as Section 4.3 
concludes.  

4. To avoid resonant modes falling in radio band, we can solve it by shifting the 
resonant frequency, which can be estimated by the procedure shown in appendix 
B. 
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Appendix A 
 
Radiated emission measurement 
results 

This appendix summarizes in short form the effects of most designable parameters, 
which include the wiring configuration, wire length, shield configuration, etc. We use a 
SCU product named P174, a 12-volt DC motor, a battery and a metal plane to do these 
radiated emission measurements. Metal plane is employed to evaluate the influence of 
car body in real life. 
Full text will be furnished on request. 
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Appendix B 
 
Potential noise sources list 

This appendix summarizes in short form the potential noise sources of sunroof system. 
We present the mechanism of noise sources firstly with diagrams. We give some 
examples to illustrate how to predict resonance frequency or level. These examples are 
correspondent to real configurations. The component values in examples are from 
estimation or measurement. Part prediction results are validated. We also give some 
introduction of the influence of designable parameters. We use two SCU products 
named P138 and P174, a 12-volt DC motor, a battery and a metal plane to do these 
analyses. 
Full text will be furnished on request. 
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